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Cutting
the ‘G’
Council pushes for
removal of ‘G’ from
GenEd classes

By STEPHANIE GROSS
contributing writer

It wouldn’t come as a surprise
to many JMU students to overhear
another student in the library complain about their workload in a class
described as “just a GenEd.” Classes
with the scarlet letter “G” sometimes
have a bad reputation among those
who would rather use that library
time and energy on classes pertaining to their major.
The General Education Council
has recently been discussing ways to
change this attitude toward the core
requirements and bring a second life
to the curriculum by removing the “G”
before the title of GenEd courses.
“It’s been obvious to students, faculty and administrators alike, that there
is a sort of negative stigma to GenEds,”
Jonathan Walker said. Walker is the
Faculty Senate representative on the
General Education Council.
Often, Walker said students treat
GenEds as “something they shouldn’t
have to take, that they should just be
focusing on their major programs, or
that because they are a GenEd they
should be easier.”
The GenEd Council is a team made
up of administrators, faculty and
student representatives who come
together to discuss ideas pertaining to the GenEd curriculum. They
see CLASS, page 4
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Meredith Conti, an assistant professor of theatre at JMU, researches the times in which plays take place to give audiences an authentic experience.

All in the details
Theater dramaturgs perform additional research on performances that many overlook
By MOLLIE JONES
contributing writer

There exists a person behind each theater
production who brings history to shows —
this is the life of a dramaturg.
When watching a play, the audience takes
for granted the fact that the setting, characters, storyline and even the language all work
to make the production unique. However,
those aspects also make sure the author’s
original intentions for a script are respected. This is why there are dramaturgs, like

Meredith Conti, whose responsibility is to
help mold those aspects into an artistically
unique, yet true-to-its-roots work of art.
Conti, an assistant professor of theatre at
JMU, has worked as a dramaturg on adaptations of productions such as “Sweeney Todd,”
“Romeo and Juliet” and “Dracula.” Her work
begins by collaborating closely with the
director.
Conti explained that this collaboration is
important to do from the very beginning — to
see the vision for the final product. She then
hits the books to gather information about

everything from time periods to locations
and language and then back again.
“When I worked on the play ‘The Clean
House,’ I was asked by the director to research
how to sew up a surgical wound and then
come to rehearsal and teach the actors how to
mimic the movements,” Conti said. “I watched
a lot of nursing videos to learn the suturing
technique and practiced on a friend’s arm
until I felt comfortable teaching the actors.”
Conti’s description shows what lengths
see DRAMATURGY, page 10

Health center to open in March
Building nearly complete, services to move in over spring break
By IJ CHAN
The Breeze

The long-awaited and newly-renovated University Health
Center is almost ready to open
its doors to JMU students.
The new UHC has two floors.
The first floor houses a walk-in
clinic for urgent care. Right now,
the main entrance to the clinic isn’t finished, and the only
entrance that will be available
is through a set of double doors
near the intersection of South
Mason Street and Martin Luther
King, Jr. Way.
Kristina Blyer, associate director of clinical services at the
UHC, said students who have
injuries that require immediate
attention, like sprains, fractures

and allergic reactions can come
to the walk-in clinic.
At the clinic, there are examination and procedure rooms.
Each examination room will
be equipped with a computer
record system, which will allow
staff to access to patients’ medical records. There are also four
observation rooms that will be
equipped with stretchers and
IVs.
There is also a radiology room
that will house X-ray technology
by next fall. The room is coated
in lead to prevent radiation from
escaping the room. Blyer said the
UHC is currently in the process
of bidding for an outside company to provide radiology services.
see HEALTH, page 4
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JMU’s new health center features several examination rooms in its walk-in clinic.

>> More photos of the new Health Center at breezejmu.org.
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Corrections

Serving James Madison University Since 1922

•

In the article “Hail to the king” that was published
in the Feb. 24 edition of The Breeze, it incorrectly
said that the photo was of Shaun Nerney, playing
the lead role of Dean in “All Shook Up”, when the
photo is actually of Landon Dufrene playing the
role of Dean.

•

In the original article “Nothing gets cured in the
dark” published in the Feb. 24 edition of The
Breeze, it misidentified what REACH stands for.
The organization stands for Reality Educators
Advocating Campus Health. It also stated that
Veronica Jones was a “sponsor” of the event. She
should have been described as an “adviser.”
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Ukraine issues
warrant for arrest
of Pres. Yanukovic
Los Angeles Times

KIEV — Ukraine’s acting government
issued an arrest warrant for President
Viktor Yanukovich on Monday and
warned the international community
that the country needs $35 billion in aid
to avert default.
Yanukovich slipped out of Kiev on
Friday after signing a European Unionbrokered agreement that ended bloody
confrontation between police and
opposition demonstrators by calling
for an interim, multiparty government
and early elections to replace the effectively deposed head of state.
The arrest warrant issued by the
Interior Ministry said Yanukovich was
sought on charges of mass murder for
his role in last week’s crackdown that
killed at least 82 protesters and police.
Analysts predicted it was only a matter of time before Yanukovich was
captured, claiming that even many of
those in his power base in the east of
the country had tired of the corruption
and self-enrichment of his government.
“A criminal case has been initiated

into mass murders of peaceful civilians,” acting Interior Minister Arsen
Avakov wrote in a post on his Facebook
page. “A warrant has been issued for
the apprehension of Yanukovich and a
number of other officials.”
Avakov did not name the other
officials.
Yanukovich’s arrest wasn’t sought
sooner than Monday because the
opposition-controlled acting government waited 48 hours for the president
to sign the constitutional amendments
agreed to last week in the presence of
international mediators, said political
scientist Igor Popov of the Kiev-based
Politika Analytical Center.

Death of key alQaida figure
deepens division
McClatchy Foreign Staff

BERUT — he battle among extremist
Syrian rebels appeared likely to intensify
after two radical Islamist groups Tuesday
threatened a third over the assassination
earlier this week of a key al-Qaida figure.
Al-Qaida’s official affiliate in Syria, the
Nusra Front, and another large extremist rebel group, Ahrar al Sham, told the
third group, the Islamic State of Iraq and

Syria, that it has five days to submit to
arbitration by Islamic clerics or it will be
attacked in response to Sunday’s suicide
bombing assassination of Abu Khaled al
Suri, a close associate of al-Qaida leader
Ayman al-Zawahiri and a key commander in Ahrar al Sham. The threat was made
in an Internet posting by Nusra’s leader,
Abu Mohammed al-Jolani.
The falling out among the radical opponents of Syrian President Bashar Assad
comes as moderate rebels also appear to
be in turmoil, deeply divided over who
should lead their armed wing. Last week,
the Supreme Military Command ousted
its U.S.-backed chief of staff, Gen. Salim
Idriss, and replaced him with a less wellknown figure from the country’s south,
Brig. Gen. Abdul-Ilah al-Bashir. Days
later, rebel commanders supporting Idriss
said they would not answer to al-Bashir.
ISIS has been battling with moderate rebels for the past two months over
its strict interpretation of Islam after
the other rebel groups wearied of ISIS’
encroaching control over northern and
eastern Syria. But while Nusra and Ahrar
al-Sham have sometimes joined the battle
against ISIS during that time, both groups
had restrained their forces in hopes that
al-Suri and other al-Qaida leaders could
broker an agreement to bring ISIS back
into the rebel fold. Al-Suri’s killing ended
signaled that Jihadis are no longer care
about their relationship with their allies.

Ten percent of
China covered
by smog
Los Angeles Times

BEIJING — A huge swath of northeast
China — more than 10 percent of the country’s landmass — is again engulfed in toxic
smog. Beijing’s air quality index, as measured by the U.S. Embassy, hit “hazardous”
territory for a sixth day running Tuesday.
No relief is expected in the capital until at
least Thursday.
The murky gray haze cut visibility on
roads, reduced the sun to a faint, moonlike tangerine orb in the sky and prompted
the city to issue an “orange alert” — one
step away from the most serious level, red.
About 150 industrial companies have
either halted or curbed production to
cut down on emissions and the state-run
Xinhua news agency is reminding people
to avoid outdoor activities and to wear
masks., but that doesn’t seem to matter.
It’s easy to find people playing outside
in parks. While others whose jobs keep
them outside all day go about their work
without covering their faces.
Compiled from McClatchy-Tribune
wire services

NATIONAL NEWS
Facebook’s clout in
wireless industry
growing fast
Los Angeles Times

SAN FRANCISCO — Less than two years
ago, disillusioned investors were fleeing
Facebook Inc. stock, worried the company
would never figure out how to make the leap
to mobile devices from personal computers,
let alone make money on them.
Now, more than half of the giant social network’s advertising revenue is coming from
ads for its 1.2 billion users on smartphones
and tablets. And it’s buying WhatsApp after
outbidding rival Google Inc. for the most
popular mobile app for sending messages on
smartphones.
Facebook’s big shift to wireless helped give
Chief Executive Mark Zuckerberg top billing Monday at the Mobile World Congress in
Barcelona, Spain, his highest profile yet at the
industry’s largest trade show.
“It took Facebook a while to recognize the

shift to mobile but once they did, they turned
on a dime,” said David Kirkpatrick, author of
“The Facebook Effect.” “This was a victory lap
for Facebook as a mobile company.”
At the time of its initial public offering in
May 2012, Facebook looked as if it might get
left in the dust as consumers increasingly
ditched their computers for mobile devices.
With its stock value plummeting, Zuckerberg had one challenge greater than all others:
reinvent Facebook from its roots in personal computers into a company geared to the
mobile generation. Results came quickly.
In last year’s final three months, Facebook
picked up more than half of its advertising revenue from its 945 million mobile users. And in
a major move last week, it agreed to pay $19
billion in cash and stock for mobile messaging
phenom WhatsApp, the tiny, 55-person company that provides a cheap, easy way for its 465
million users worldwide to send text messages
and photos. Despite the eye-popping price tag,
Wall Street rewarded Facebook’s chutzpah.
Shares hit a high of $71.44 in midday trading
Monday before closing at $70.78, up $2.19, or
3.2 percent. Facebook has gained 30 percent
this year, giving it a market value of more than
$180 billion.

US obesity rates fall
for young children,
rise for adults

Federal judge to decide
on gay marriage in
Michigan

McClatchy Washington Bureau

Detroit Free Press

WASHINGTON — While adults and older
children continue to struggle with obesity,
America’s 2- to 5-year-olds appear to be slimming down.
The prevalence of obesity among children in
the preschool set has fallen from nearly 14 percent in 2003 and 2004 to 8.4 percent in 2011 and
2012. That’s a 43 percent decline, according to
new survey data from the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Much of the decline among young children
ages 2-5 occurred over the final two years of the
study, as their obesity rates fell roughly 33 percent — from just over 12 percent in 2009-2010 to
just over 8 percent in 2011-2012.
But one in three U.S. adults — 33 percent —
and one in six, or 17 percent, of all young people
ages 2-19 are still considered obese, according to
the CDC’s National Health and Nutrition.

DETROIT — A federal judge on Tuesday heard
opening statements in a case that will decide what
marriage means in Michigan, and whether voters
have a right to exclude gays and lesbians from forming that union and raising a family.
Voters in Michigan have already voted against
gay-marriage. State attorney Kristin Heyse argued it
is not irrational for voters to want to define marriage
as being a union only between a man and a woman.
But same-sex marriage proponents argue the ban is
unconstitutional and needs to be overturned.
“Our marriage ban did not happen in a vacuum:
The proponents of the ban fully intended to exclude
this politically unpopular group,” argued Carol Stanyar, one of several lawyers who is fighting to overturn
Michigan’s bans on same-sex marriage.
Compiled from McClatchy-Tribune wire
services

News
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SGA candidates duke it out

Monday and Tuesday night debates allowed students to meet next year’s potential student leaders

Mark owen / the breeze

FROM LEFT: Junior Nico Clamico, sophomore Josh Humphries and junior David Scala are all vying for the Student Representative to the Board of Visitors. Election results come out Thursday night.
By Patrick Mortiere
The Breeze

On Monday night, those who dined in
Festival’s Lower Drum were treated to the
political rhetoric of the Student Government Association debates.
As the crowd gathered, the candidates
went back and forth, answering hard-hitting questions from the panel of their SGA
peers.
The candidates’ goals and opinions on
serious issues concerning JMU were the
major topics of the debates.
The format for each debate allotted for
opening statements from each candidate,
followed by questions from the panel and
then a “town hall” portion at the end of the
debate in which spectators could ask the
candidates questions of their own.
The first round of debates began with
Nico Climaco, a junior political science
major, Josh Humphries, a sophomore political science major and David Scala, a junior
political science major. They are all pursuing the position of student representative
to the Board of Visitors.
The panel asked Climaco about the
issues he was referring to in his campaign
that he said he wanted to spread awareness

about.
“One of the big issues that I really want
to focus on is awareness of our budget. It’s
boring, money’s hard and it’s frustrating,”
Climaco said. “We can’t control how much
the state gives for financial aid, but we can
control where other money in our university is going to provide more financial aid.”
Humphries was asked to further clarify
his position on the Carr Report, (CarrSports
Consulting’s Football Bowl Subdivision
Athletics Feasibility Study) which reported
that JMU was “well-positioned for a potential transition to FBS.”
“Based on the Carr Report solely, I
would say that as of now, I am not in favor
of a move,” Humphries said. “Just simply
because of the financial implications — the
burden that’s going to be put on all of you
to pay the bill.”
Scala was asked by the panel what qualities he envisioned when considering an
ideal student leader.
“I think the ideal student leader is someone who’s engaged,” Scala said. “With that
engagement, being able to pull people
alongside that are going to achieve a better sense of who they are as a human.”
During the town hall portion of the
debate, candidates responded to questions

of character, leadership and in particular,
questions of diversity on campus and a better representation for the LGBT community.
“Minorities shouldn’t feel like that — they
shouldn’t feel like their minorities of a population,” Climaco said. “They are just students
at JMU and they should have the same equal
rights as everybody else here.”
The panel asked the candidates how the
leadership positions they previously held
were important to the position of SRBOV.
After a lengthy response by Humphries,
in which he detailed the letters of endorsement he received from members of the U.S.
Congress and Virginia General Assembly,
Scala countered with a response of his
own.
“So I think it would be a good point for me
to go through my résumé right now, but I’m
not going to do that, because we’re talking
about what experiences we have in order to
make us better for this position,” Scala said.
Aaron Brown, a junior political science
and public policy and administration double major, is the sole candidate running for
treasurer, and expressed during the debate
what people can expect from him.
“I think I’ll bring more life to the position,
and just more energy and more knowledge
of the organization and how things work,”

Brown said.
Brown stated that in the previous four
years, the position of treasurer has been
an uncontested election.
During the student body vice presidential debates, Kathy Corena, a sophomore
public policy and administration major,
provided further details into new events
she would like to coordinate for the student body.
“I would like to, in a way, offer a program, an event, that showcases our history
and how we’ve come to this place,” Corena
said. “There’s something super interesting
there that when males first started getting
enrolled in JMU, they formed a men’s student government association.”
The panel asked vice presidential
candidate Kaitlin Thomas, a junior hospitality management major, how she would
encourage unity at events around campus,
such as Purple Out.
“One of the groups we don’t have coming to Purple Out is the Marching Royal
Dukes,” Thomas said. “What I want to try
to do is work with them and see if their
adviser of some sorts will allow them to
take a break and come get a shirt.”
see debate, page 4

Incorporating a rapper’s values
GCOM instructor uses her admiration of Tupac Shakur to illustrate important social questions to students
creeping on their faces. I want them to know that they
can do anything, and I think that it takes an environment
of trust and love and knowledge to build up good, strong
public speakers, and so far it’s been a good record. By
the end of each semester I’ve got really, really strong
public speakers, and it’s awesome. And that’s the greatest
gift as a professor, to see the change in my students.

By william mason and ij chan
The Breeze

Every Thursday, The Breeze will be running a Q&A with
one of JMU’s professors. This week we’re featuring communication studies instructor April Roth-Gulotta. She has
been at JMU since 2002. Her husband, Michael Gulotta, is
also a communication studies professor.

Can you describe your fear of robots?

Can you talk about your teaching style?
So I think that my teaching style from day one is very
relaxed and creates an open environment for my students.
I think that when students come in to GCOM they have this
idea that they can’t do GCOM and they can’t give a speech
or presentation, and I think that it is very important that I
create an environment which is healthy, so they know that
it is a safe environment. I think I make myself vulnerable
in the classroom so students can trust me with their
places of vulnerability, and so that we can grow together.

It’s called the Frankenstein fear, it’s a fear of things we
create, which I didn’t know it had a name until I was in
grad school and my professor told me it had a name. So
I’m really, really afraid of robots. I had a student wear
a robot shirt to class once and I had to ask to turn it
inside-out because I couldn’t look at it and lecture. I
don’t know if I have a fear they will take over the world,
but you should know that a robot will kill you and step
over your body without even caring. I’m deathly afraid
of robots, I’m totally freaked out. I have no idea where it
came from, but that’s definitely one of my biggest fears.

Can you elaborate on your association with Tupac?

Is working with your husband here any different?

I grew up kind of loving Tupac, and when I went to Auburn
University to do my master’s in popular culture, I started
to identify more with Tupac and his music. I grew up as a
very overweight child, and I always liked Tupac’s music, I
sort of liked how he was the outsider, and that he spoke
for the people who didn’t have a voice ... We talk about
Tupac in my classes, one of the things I talk about is why
do we still today, look at a man like Tupac and stereotype
him as a thug. Why do we stereotype him as a bad man?
I show people a picture of him with a bandana on and
people will commonly say “he’s a gangster, a criminal”
things like that. Then I will show a picture of John Mayer,
and people will say “he’s an artist, a romantic” and all
these great things that are associated with John Meyer.
When we really examine the different between Tupac’s
music and John Mayer’s music, Tupac’s lyrics have a lot
of quality there. Tupac’s music is 18 to 20 years old and
we’re still listening to his lyrics asking people to change
the way they eat, to change the way they live, to change
the way they treat each other because the way they do it
isn’t working, he literally says “It’s on us to to what we got
to do to survive.” He tells people to respect their mothers,
we all came from a woman, got a name from a woman so
there’s a lot of high quality to his lyrics and he lived his
message. When we look at John Mayer who our society
and culture really embraced, who was No. 1 on our pop
culture list, for his song “Waiting For the World to Change”
he literally says in the song over 30 times to “wait for

Working with my husband makes … sense to me. It’s just
our life, I couldn’t imagine doing anything [other] than
what I do, I couldn’t imagine being anywhere else than the
classroom because it’s just our identity. I couldn’t imagine
sharing my identity with someone who didn’t understand
how much I love my job, and he can understand that.
So when I come home and I’m upset about something a
student is going through, or I’m excited at a student’s
success, he can understand that. It’s such a blessing
we have those things to share. It feels like this is very
much our second home. It’s just the right fit for us.

mark owen / the breeze

April Roth-Gulotta enjoys that being a professor gives her the
opportunity to open her students’ minds to new ways of thinking.

>> Watch the full interview with
Roth-Gulotta online at breezejmu.org.
the world to change.” I have a major problem with that
— he’s telling your generation who can do whatever they
want to do to change the world, to sit and do nothing
and the world will change. This is a white, privileged,
pretty man we look at and don’t see as threatening,
but his message and his voice are threatening.
What are the points you want to emphasize the most in
your class?
The greatest gift I think people can take away from GCOM
is to be self confident as public speakers, and that’s not
an easy feat. On the first day or second day of class, I ask
my students to come up and give a little speech, and I can
see their hands shake, or their voice shakes, or they break
out in hives when they start to speak. I see the self doubt

Is there an interesting fact about you that your students
might not know?
In the morning time when it’s still really dark I go
downstairs and I pray for my students that when they’re
in my classroom that they feel the difference in my class
... that they feel love, and that they are blessed every
day, and that they know someone believed in them. I
hope that whether it’s a smile, eye contact or words of
encouragement that my students know I believe in them.

Contact William Mason and IJ Chan
at breezenews@gmail.com.
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health | Center to seek outside medical specialists to increase services
from front

“That’s just one more service we’ll be
able to provide our students right here,
without them having to leave campus,”
Bill Newton, communications specialist of the UHC, said.
Blyer said the UHC will also be
seeking out certain specialists like an
orthopedist and a dermatologist to
occasionally come to the premises and
offer their services to students.
There will be an ambulance bay at
the front of the facility. According to
Newton, the center will not accept
ambulances, but instead, transport
ambulances out in situations when
patients’ conditions require further
medical attention.
On the second floor is an area for
the UHC’s Student Wellness and Outreach programs. Programs such as the
LGBT & Ally Education Program, Substance Abuse and Prevention and the
Counseling and Student Development
Center (Varner House) will move from
their current locations into this space
by this fall.
Randy Mitchell, associate vice president of Student Success Programs,
said all the current and future staff of

the UHC are not only there to tend to
students’ physical needs, but to educate them as well.
“This is an educational institution,”
he said. “All of our medical staff —
they’re all educators. I think that’s a
pretty common thread throughout the
[Student Success Center], but especially with the Health Center.”
Currently, most of these programs
are based out of the fifth floor of Montpelier Hall. Beau Dooley, associate
director of SWO, said that prior to
moving to Montpellier, they were even
more isolated — SWO was located on
the fourth floor of Warren Hall, and
the Substance Abuse and Prevention
Office was located in the basement of
Maury Hall.
Dooley said grouping these organizations together in one space will
help create a more cohesive relationship between these programs.
“[In Montpelier] the layout isn’t
really ideal — offices are scattered
and they’re not really centered around
the hub like [the new UHC] is,” he said.
“What we’re hoping with this space is
that it’s going to lend itself to some
synergy and it’s going to lend itself to
a collaboration and planning of all of

our staff.”
Student-run health and wellness organizations that are advised
by SWO, such as Greeks Advocating
Mature Management of Alcohol, SafeRides, Reality Educators Advocating
College Health and Campus Assault
ResponsE will be based out of the
same space.
The second floor also houses the
regular appointment clinic, which
consists of five “pods” that will have
five examination rooms each. Each
pod will be staffed by two personnel.
Blyer said there will be only three pods
open in March, since they don’t currently have enough staff to cover all
five.
A new women’s health clinic has
also been built into the UHC. It’s
separate from the rest of the facility,
equipped with three examination
rooms to provide normal services like
contraception advice and screening
for sexuallly transmitted infections.
The center also has a special bathroom that has a shower in it. In the
future, Blyer said the UHC hopes to
be able to offer Sexual Assault Nurse
Examination, a process where forensic evidence is collected following an

alleged sexual assault.
While SANE won’t be available for
some time, Blyer said the UHC hopes
to be able to provide the service in the
coming years.
Currently, the women’s health clinic is integrated in with the rest of the
UHC. Blyer said the separation creates
a safer environment for women.
“It’s more of a private area — soothing, calm — not out with all the sick
people,” she said. “When you’re here
for a women’s health exam you don’t
need to be getting the flu, too.”
Throughout the center, there are
glass panes with a green grass pattern
printed on them. The carpet in the
facility reflects a similar design. This,
Blyer said, was done on purpose.
“There’s been a lot of research done
in health institutions on natural colors and natural shapes — that they’re
healing and very conducive to a healing environment,” she said. “So a lot of
healthcare facilities are going toward
that design.”
Additional features to the health
center include an allergy clinic international travel clinic and a
special bathroom that meets the Virginia Department of Transportation’s

regulations for drug testing.
Attached to the UHC is the new
Student Success Center, which is still
under construction, but when finished, it’s set to be the home of 21
offices, including Card Services, Judicial Affairs and the Orientation Office.
The SSC will also have three new
dining options, two of them being a
Dunkin’ Donuts and a pizza and pasta
restaurant called Bistro 1908.
Mitchell said having the health center physically connected to the rest of
the SSC will promote a better learning
environment.
The total cost of the SSC and the
UHC building is $77,499,905, according to Capital Outlay Project Manager
Glenn Wayland. The UHC will open
after spring break on March 17.
“The more time students are spending time going in between doing
things, they’re not doing the things
they need to be doing,” Mitchell said.
“We know that students that are in
a place like this — very educationally focused — they’re going to be
focused.”
Contact IJ Chan at
breezenews@gmail.com.

class | Faculty battle negative stigmas from the ‘G’ attached to GenEds
from front

are in charge of curricular changes within the
program, the language of requirements and the
goals and objectives of certain clusters.
When Walker brought the discussion to the
Faculty Senate to ask if they had any strong opinions about the removal of the ‘G,’ he received
some feedback, but they decided not to handle
the issue.
“We took a straw poll vote, and a strong
majority of the Senate voted not to take up the
issue, but just to leave it to the GenEd Council,”
David McGraw, speaker of the Faculty Senate,
said.
The final decision is now left to the GenEd
Council. It is still in the midst of discussion, but
if they decide to go through with it, the change
would not happen before the fall of 2015.
“I think the pros and cons are that on the negative side, some people feel like the ‘G’ sort of
stigmatizes those courses and makes people perceive them as something that should be easier
or less serious or something like that,” McGraw
said, “But I think the positive side is it’s real quick
and easy to tell what’s a GenEd class.”
The council has spent the past few years providing polls and questionnaires to gather data
on how students and professors feel about the
matter.
“That’s how we know there’s some negativity toward the idea of GenEds,” Walker said. He
explained that getting rid of that designation
may have a psychological impact on the way
students, faculty and even transcript reviewers

look at GenEd classes.
The “G” label could lead students and graduate schools alike to make the assumption the
class has less value than one without the “G.”
“Increasingly, graduate schools are looking at
the ‘G’ in front of courses and wondering what
it is, asking ‘what is ‘GGEOG’’ and if it’s a lesser
course than a geography class, when in fact it is
not,” Walker said.
Yet Kayleigh Cheripka, a junior communication sciences and disorders major who will
eventually be applying to graduate school, would
prefer that the “G” stays put, so that while she’s
applying to get a master’s in speech language
pathology the admission council can differentiate between the types of classes she took.
“I want grad schools’ admissions to see that
it was a general education class … that it has no
reflection on what I know about CSD-related
information … they should understand I didn’t
take it because I wanted to, but because it’s part
of the curriculum,” Cheripka said.
Alana Pollack, a freshman health sciences
major, agrees that there should be a differentiation between GenEd, major and elective classes.
“Taking away then ‘G’ would just confuse
people,” Pollack said. “First, because if it was just
‘COM’ instead of ‘GCOM’ it would seem like a
whole other major that you’re in. And also, [having the ‘G’ there] puts less stress on freshmen.
If I came into school taking communications,
physics, calc and ISAT, it would be a lot more
intimidating for me.”
Some people might not take GenEd courses as seriously as their major classes but it isn’t

debate | Results Thursday night
from page 3

During the town hall portion of the debate, an audience
member asked the candidates
what they thought was the biggest issue facing JMU, and what
they were going to do to about it.
“One of the things that I think
needs to be changed is the
diversity that we see at different
events and different organizations,” Thomas said. “Something
that we can fix is just opening it
up to other people that we don’t
usually get, and making sure
we’re connecting with them.”
A f t e r t h e c a n d i d a t e’s
response, Brown approached
the microphone and rebuffed
Thomas’s answer.
“Kaitlin, you just previously said opening up diversity to
different events and it was very
much a blanket statement,”
Brown said.
The student body presidential debate delivered some
particularly tough questions
that reviewed the character,
leadership experiences and

goals of the candidates.
Greg Bahou, a junior public policy and administration
major, was asked by the panel
how he thought he could make
the relationship between the
SGA and the student body better, considering he has never
served in SGA.
“I think coming as an outsider into the organization is
actually more of a benefit than
a negative,” Bahou said. “I think
having different views on the
way that SGA is currently being
run, then having a new person
come in — like my slogan said,
‘let us start thinking differently
together.’”
McKenzie Quinn, a junior
biology major, was asked how
she would fulfill her goal of
instilling the love of education
in students.
“I believe that we just need
to raise the level of discourse
— so taking the ideas that we
learn in classroom through
our professors … need to be
taken outside of the class,”
Quinn said. “I think one way

to accomplish that is through
supporting the free-thinking
societies and clubs that already
existat JMU.”
Taylor Vollman, a junior
media arts and design major,
explained how she reached
out to past administrations to
gather further understanding of
the position of president.
“To prepare, I really wanted to see where the student
government has been, and I
contacted the last five presidents … to really understand
what they wish they could’ve
done — what they had seen in
their various experiences over
the years,” Vollman said.
Students can register to vote
and cast their ballot for their
favorite candidates by going to
JMU’s Be Involved website.
The polls close Thursday
night at 7 p.m. and the results
of the election should be
announced later in the evening.
Contact Patrick
Mortiere at mortiepm@
dukes.jmu.edu.

necessarily because of their titles.
“My major classes were definitely harder,”
Pollack said. “But it’s not because they aren’t part
of general education. I took them more seriously
because it’s something that I want to do.”
Although students like Pollack may complain that a certain GenEd course doesn’t relate
to what they want to do with their future, Walker
counters that that is not the point of the GenEd
requirements.
“If you look at the mission statement for the
university, you’re supposed to be leading fulfilling and productive lives, so what we’re doing is
creating educated people,” Walker said. “That
education isn’t just a technical vocational skill,
but education in a very large sense … As a degree
holder, as an educated person, that’s what society expects. And that’s what we expect, as well.”
On the other side of the conversation, some
students agree that GenEd courses should have
a better reputation.
“I’ve learned some important lessons from
my GenEds,” said Cate Jensen, a senior writing,
retoric and technical communication major
who is interested in the idea of dropping the
“G.” “GWRTC was the reason I ended up picking my major, so in my case GenEds weren’t for
nothing.”
Jensen doesn’t think that GenEd courses get
the credit they deserve. “When students hear a
“G” in front of a class name it’s automatically
distinguished from other types of classes … no
matter how vital the class is for your education
here at JMU.”
Dropping the “G” isn’t just a change to repair

students’ attitudes, it’s also important on the faculty side. Some faculty have expressed that they
don’t want to be referred to as a GenEd teacher.
“Even the faculty can put a negative connotation with teaching a GenEd,” Walker said.
Erasing the “G” would hopefully remove negativity both from the faculty side and the student
side.
The GenEd Council is working to reach a conclusion on the matter, but there are a lot of steps
that would follow up if they go through with it.
The process includes making adjustments
within the system and notifying all of the community colleges in the state so that they know
the change is happening.
“If they decide to drop the ‘G’ the entire JMU
catalogue will have to be changed, it also has a
lot to do with making sure every course is able to
be found [and updated so that it all makes sense
in the catalogue], and then with the [Virginia
Community College System] and other universities in the state,” Walker said.
The GenEd Council also would need to
determine where the cutoff point would be for
students who have already taken classes with
that indicative ‘G’ and how it will be reflected
on students’ transcripts.
Overall, the initiative has a lot of potential, as
Walker said, “The idea is to take away a negative
stereotype that goes with it. Our hope is that more
will be recognized for the quality of the course,
rather than the manicure of ‘just a GenEd.”’
Contact Stephanie Gross at
grosssb@dukes.jmu.edu.
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JORDAN BArber | contributing columnist

The ‘internship generation’ is stuck in a cycle
Students (especially those entering the entertainment industry) are cycling through unpaid labor with no benefits
Since the countdown until graduation is ticking away like a
time bomb, I finally decided to start applying to these things
called jobs that people keep talking about. I scoured the
Internet far and wide for entry-level positions at production
companies ranging from big-time network TV stations to
unknown, small start-ups. Unfortunately, most of these
companies are only hiring for positions with the words
“executive” or “senior” in the title. Ah, but wait, the coveted
internship position also flooded the web page. But when I
clicked on the internship application link, I was transported
to a page accompanied by the message: “This is an unpaid
position.” Well that’s just dandy.
I’ve pretty much come to the conclusion that after
graduation I’ll have to pay the bills as a Starbucks barista while
I work my butt off at an unpaid internship in hopes of getting
a job out of it. But Andrew Lang, featured in a recent New
York Times article by Alex Williams, states that “no one hires
interns.” Well, there goes my plan. He suggests that there is a
sort of “internship cycle” that has plagued the entertainment
industry where workers hop from internship to internship
without any of them leading to a real job offer.
Google defines the term “work” as “an activity involving
mental or physical effort done in order to achieve a purpose
or result,” yet, this “internship cycle” doesn’t leave much
to achieve — except for financial debt and stress. Postgraduate internship positions need to provide some sort of
compensation. I’m not talking about a six-figure salary here,
but something is better than nothing.

When I interned for E! Entertainment, I received school
credit, but I was also a college junior looking for experience.
As a soon-to-be college graduate, I’ve got a little more
experience under my belt and a lot more room in my wallet.
Most large entertainment companies provide internship
programs for undergraduate school credit, but once you
graduate, you’re left with slim pickings. Some companies
like NBC have post-graduate programs that actually pay you
money, but they are highly competitive (I applied anyways ...
so wish me luck.)

Post-graduate internship positions
need to provide some sort of
compensation. I’m not talking
about a six-figure salary here, but
something is better than nothing.

During my senior year, I was fortunate enough to break the
“internship cycle” when my unpaid internship turned into a
part-time job, but this isn’t the norm. I can’t speak for other
industries, but the entertainment industry is notorious for
exploiting unpaid interns. Some interns have even gone as

A “you’re-doing-the-rightthing” pat to all those students
fighting for more racial diversity at
JMU.
From a fellow minority student
who gives all her love and support.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

A “that’s-not-cheesy-bread”
dart to Chanello’s Pizza for sending
me a pizza when I asked for a “big
boy.”
From a woman who really
enjoyed wasting $20.
A “congratulations” pat to JMU
club ice hockey for your second
consecutive Blue Ridge Hockey
Conference Championship.
From a JMU alumnus, founder
and former team manager for the
team.
A “Blue-would-bedisappointed-in-your-lackof-clues” dart to The Breeze for
squarely placing the completed
Thursday crossword puzzle over
half of Monday’s clues.
From a bookstore employee who
needed mental stimulation at 8 a.m.
and was incredibly disappointed.

A “best-HDPT-bus-driverin-all-of-Harrisonburg” pat to
Jerry from Route 16 who always
brightens my day by remembering
my name and giving me a friendly
hello.
From a thankful business major
who tries to recognize the amazing
people in this world.
A strong “yes-we-can” pat to
the good-looking blonde who
handed me a “Josh Humphries for
Board of Visitors” flier today on the
commons.
From a student who wants you to
know that you have his vote.
A “stop-getting-offended-soeasily” dart to those students
angry about all the stories about
racial diversity. We want you to
know that we also got here by
merit, not just skin color.
From a Duke tired of being told to
stop this diversity talk.
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A “you’ve-got-to-be-kiddingme” dart to The Breeze for its
“student-produced musical ‘All
Shook Up’” article.
From a theatre student who
wishes you’d show more respect for
their department.
A “relax” dart for people who
think JMU shouldn’t sell tobacco.
This is America. I prefer dipping
myself, but it’s not that hard to
avoid secondhand smoke, just
move out of the way and stop being
dramatic.
From someone who thinks it takes
less effort to move than it does to
complain about it.
A “whoa-hold-on-there” dart to
the students bashing The Breeze
Tuesday afternoon. How would you
like it if people talked about your
shows like that? The arts have to
stick together. Mutual respect or
inside voices.
From someone who heard you in
the hallway.
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far as suing the company they worked for, like Condé Nast
Publishing, who recently ended their internship program over
lawsuits. Nona Aronowitz of NBC News reports that “interns
have waged more than 20 lawsuits against” large media
companies. These interns claimed that their position gave
them “no immediate advantage,” thus breaking the Fair Labor
Standards Act. But are unpaid internships always bad? No.
In certain situations, unpaid internships are necessary. For
high school students and college undergraduates, unpaid
internships are great for gaining valuable experience while
receiving school credit. And in the case of a company not
being able to pay an intern who can’t receive any sort of
school credit, how about just calling it volunteer work? It’s
legal and still looks good on a resume. So if you find yourself
stuck in the “internship cycle,” what should you do?
I received an email from my dad a few weeks ago with a
quote from the film, “The Social Network” spoken by the
president of Harvard. He tells the Winklevoss twins, “Harvard
undergraduates believe that inventing a job is better than
finding a job.” This may not be the easiest solution, but it might
be the most successful one. I’ve also been told a million times
by relatives to “find what you love to do and figure out how to
get paid for it.” I’d happily take this advice, but I can’t seem to
find a way to get paid as a professional Netflix watcher/puppy
cuddler ... oh well.
Jordan Barber is a senior media arts and design major.
Contact Jordan at barberjj@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “what-exactly-is-the-’Life’section-of-The-Breeze-for?”
dart to the opinion editor for
allowing the #NoFilter relationship
articles to run in the wrong section
of the paper.
From dedicated Breeze readers
who would friend request the
column’s author if they cared about
her dating life.
A “what-kind-ofsportsmanship-is-that?” dart
to the Lucky Charms handball
team for leaving the game Monday.
While we didn’t have the minimum
number of players needed for the
game to “count,” it would have been
nice to play a fun game of handball.
From someone who thinks
that you’ve all shown that
sportsmanship is indeed dead.
An “I-see-you-putting-inwork” pat to Wayne the Pain
Train for busting his a** in Carrier
Library.
From a Duke who can’t wait for
more of that great football coverage
in the fall.
A “check-your-privilege” dart
to the person complaining about
brave students voicing their views
of a mostly white campus.
From a white student who knows
that lack of diversity is a symptom of
institutional racism and robs people
of a quality college experience.

A “thanks-for-making-me-feelinsignificant” dart to the person
who decided that what I was talking
about wasn’t a “thing.” Biological
theory of attraction relates to my
major and has been demonstrated
through studies and is a very real
theory in psychology.
From a woman who doesn’t want
to be told that she doesn’t know
what she’s talking about.
A “patience-is-a-virtue” dart to
all the drivers who illegally pass the
buses on the left on campus and
almost hit the students trying to
cross the street.
From a driver with some patience
and common sense.
A “when-it’s-full-it’s-full” dart
to all the deck vultures waiting for
my parking spot when I’m leaving.
From a guy who knows that if
he followed you to your spot and
watched you pull out, he’d be
labeled as a stalker.
A “stop-publicly-shamingpeople” dart to Dame Theory
for going on air and justifying the
harassment of a misunderstood
subculture that celebrates
friendship and happiness.
Feminism doesn’t exist to condone
bullying.
From a humanist listener who
would never advocate personal
attacks in the name of social justice.

“To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression.”
— james madison, 1800
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Nahla Aboutabl | contributing columnist

Kevan Hulligan

‘Diversity of thought’ isn’t enough
Actual progress needs to be made with diversity at JMU instead of simply thinking about it
Growing up, I was blessed with having
friends from many different racial, religious
and ethnic backgrounds. My group of friends
alone could’ve worked on achieving world
peace better than any council in the United
Nations. I learned so much from my friends
about their cultures, countries, religions (or
lack thereof ), lifestyles and needless to say, I
was also introduced to many delicious foods.
This upbringing helped me appreciate the
differences I saw between myself and those
around me, while also showing me that
individuality takes nothing away from the
cohesiveness of any given group. We don’t have
to look the same to feel united.
I cannot stress enough the importance of
such diversity. As our world today is becoming
more open through social media, immigration
policies and even just the easiness of casual
travel across borders, my experience at JMU so
far has solidified my belief in the importance of
diversity. Just as students take courses to prepare
them for their future, it would only make sense
that they learn about the diversity of the world
that they will venture out into — beyond the
confines of campus. The workforce is becoming
more and more diverse and if we are not able

to understand, respect and appreciate our
differences then we will surely, in my opinion,
fall short in a world that needs the open minds
of its employees — no matter the field.
I was bombarded with this term, “diversity
of thought” upon coming to JMU. My freshman
year consisted of trying to figure out if this term
had any real meaning to it on a campus that
surely and undoubtedly lacks diversity on many
fronts.
Discussions held by JMU officials and highranking individuals on campus diversity never
failed to use this term. I was told to look around
me and think, “campus might not look very
diverse at first, but if you look closer you will find
diversity of thought.” Words along those lines
honestly angered me. Of course we all think
different, the uniformity of thought is not even
a conceivable concept so why was “diversity of
thought” used as an excuse for the lack of other
types of diversity I saw on campus?
This all brings me to the main point I want to
make: Diversity of thought is not enough.
Diversity of thought basically means that
we are all different regardless of race, religious
affiliation, ethnic background, lifestyles and
physical disabilities. So in a group of people all

stemming from the same background, you will
find that they too might be very dissimilar in
their outlooks on life. This is understandable and
it’s also a given.
No two people are the same. But it seems
to me, as well as to many other minority
students on campus and elsewhere, that the
term “diversity of thought” has come to hold
a very different meaning. To us, it has become
part of the rhetoric that excuses and ignores
the problem of a uniform campus and has
essentially become codename for “lack of
diversity.”
I urge JMU officials and students of all
backgrounds to build connections with one
another and have a real and open discussion
regarding this matter. Diversity is not something
that can be ignored or pushed aside in a growing
multicultural environment. Surely, diversity
of thought is great, but we can no longer hide
behind comforting terms in the fight for change
on campus or anywhere else.
Nahla Aboutabl is a sophomore political
science and international affairs double
major. Contact Nahla at aboutanm@dukes.
jmu.edu.
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As of fall 2012, minorities only accounted for about 20 percent of JMU’s student body, according to the Office of Institutional Research.

Addison Snidle | contributing columnist

Miley Cyrus: too hot to watch
Upset parents are trying to get the singer’s tour canceled after controversial performances
Miley Cyrus made her point at last year’s
VMAs that she is now a “woman.” She’s got the
’do, the piercings and everybody knows what
she looks like (almost) naked. But a young
woman who started her career as a Disney star
needs to think about her fan base.
Young kids who enjoyed “Hannah Montana”
and went to her concerts thought of her as their
idol. You can imagine the confusion when Miley
decided to break off from Disney and rebrand
herself as this sexual, risqué adult. So when
rumor has it that Miley’s “Bangerz” tour may
be canceled after complaints from parents, she
shouldn’t be surprised; however, the parents are
the problem here as well.
While Miley’s new image makes other stars
look bad, it is the parents who are naive. Why
take your children to a Miley Cyrus concert just
to be surprised at her radical behavior on stage?

Do they not pay attention to the media attention
she’s gotten at all? Miley is no longer Hannah
Montana. She did her best to create a new
identity and she has succeeded. Parents should
not expect the same concert they took their
child to years ago. I mean, the title of her new
album is “Bangerz,” for heaven’s sake.
Disregarding content completely, parents
have been taking their children to inappropriate
concerts and movies since forever. Half the time,
they are surprised at what is being presented
to them, such as Miley’s unnecessary dance
moves, when really that is what they should
expect. I believe parents should know what they
are taking their children to before they go. Or
better yet, don’t take their kids at all. Children
will have the rest of their lives to be exposed
to the craziness of the world. There is nothing
wrong with a little shelter and protection at a

young age. Tell them Hannah Montana died.
They wouldn’t want their daughters to grow
up thinking they must be like Miley when they
become a certain age.
Miley is a fool for creating her new identity
in such a way, but parents are bigger fools for
complaining about her. Her concert should
not be canceled just because some parents are
naive. The kids need to find a new idol, and
Miley needs a new fan base. Who those people
are, I couldn’t say. As a woman exactly Miley’s
age, I would not enjoy watching her on stage.
As for her music, I don’t think guys would
enjoy listening to her either. She’ll have to keep
looking.
Addison Snidle is a junior media arts and
design and English double major. Contact
Addison at snidleab@dukes.jmu.edu.
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contributing columnist

Stop fighting
fire with fire
Governments using
force on protests is
counterproductive
With the advent of 24 hour news,
we have become more aware of
the political rumblings taking
place all around the world. It
seems like there’s always a huge
protest going on somewhere about
something. What can change the
tone of a situation rather quickly
is the introduction of violence by
the governing body. Suddenly,
the situation loses much of its
ambiguity and the lines of good
and evil become ingrained in our
collective consciousness. It seems
at times that violence initiated
against protestors makes their goals
unattainable. I argue, however, that
the introduction of violence takes
the struggle for political change
to a whole new level, and doesn’t
destroy the will of protesters.
When people are actively
banding together in large numbers
in opposition to a government’s
policies, leaders have several
potential responses. They can
promise the protesters that things
will turn for the better, and choose
to simply make a sacrifice for
the sake of the country and its
people. The problems that the
protesters seek to bring to the
forefront of conversation impacts
both the choices a leader has and
the reaction to those choices. For
example, if the problems relate to
the ability of people to find jobs to
support their family, or to obtain
food, then to ignore the people
would be callous and uncaring
toward the needs of the people.
The worst of all paths to take
is the use of violence to silence
the opposition. It is equivalent to
flipping a chess board when one
is about to lose. By using force
and brutality, a government is by
proxy ceding the argument to the
protestors and is trying to stop them
from convincing others. By doing
so, a leader loses any right to being
a democratic leader bound by a
constitution and fully assumes the
mantle of a despot whom none may
question. They may make fleeting
promises of change, promises of
new elections and may even fire a
prominent government official if
things get bad enough; these are
merely attempts at distraction,
actions taken in the hope that the
protest and outcry will start to
diminish and things can return to
the blessed status quo.
However, instead of silencing the
opposition, violence only bolsters a
protest movement to risk more and
to keep up the struggle. They see
their friends, family and compatriots
assaulted and possibly killed by
the very force that is supposed
to defend and protect them. For
what? Simply marching down
a public street? For disagreeing
with the powers that be? None of
these reasons are justifications for
violence and harming innocent
people. Violence makes the march
for political change into a battle
for self-preservation. To defeat a
tyrant that sees harming innocents
and political dissidents as par
for the course becomes an act of
self-defense as well as an act of
political will. So for a leader to try
and disperse a popular political
movement through violence, they
contribute to their own downfall in
a flurry of pepper spray and rubber
bullets.
Take a look at what’s happening
in Venezuela. Rising inflation
rates, lack of basic supplies in
stores and an escalating crime rate
have caused a wave of discontent
among young Venezuelans; they’ve
filled the streets demanding the
resignation of President Nicolas
Maduro. At the time of writing,
11 deaths have been counted as
protesters clash with police and
vigilantes. Things don’t look like
they will be slowing down anytime
soon, and tensions are rising more
and more as the days go by. The
worsening of the situation and
the international denunciation of
President Maduro could have been
completely avoided had he not
responded to the protesters with a
truncheon instead of an open ear.
The days of a state freely silencing
their people are fast coming to an
end. The inherent political power
of the people is starting to become
more and more pronounced, and
trying to lock it away will be met
with failure.
Violence will galvanize the desire
for change, and leaders who wish
to hold on to their power should
learn quickly that democracy and
openness is the best course of
action.
Kevan Hulligan is a junior political
science major. Contact Kevan at
hulligkx@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Works of the mystic

Students create art that explores mythology and taboo at latest artWorks Gallery exhibit
By Mary Kate White | The Breeze

Paige Ramsey, digital prints
senior studio art major

“I find the myths and legends concerning ...
gods and goddesses very fascinating.”

Derek Niver’s work focuses on the creation of
myths and their relationship with memory.

Derek Niver, mixed media
senior graphic design major

“Are you remembering it? Or
are you remembering yourself
remember it?”
The origin of myths are often so ambiguous
that we don’t think about them; however, senior
graphic design major Derek Niver delves into
and explores the concept in his collection.
After reading the poem “Mythopoeia” by J.R.R.
Tolkien, Niver became interested in illustrating
the relationship between myth and memory.
“[‘Mythopoeia’] talks about inventing and
stretching truths to create myths, I took it as
maybe that’s what early people did,” Niver said.
“There wasn’t a lot of technology or ways to hold
people accountable for what they see or what
happens to them.”
Niver’s work is complex but dreamy; it features intricate ink drawings of large, mystical
animals with minute details for each feather and
fur coat. Ink drawings on wood slabs are severe
and elaborate, but remain soft and whimsical
against untreated wood. Niver’s first pyrography (or wood-burning) piece is also on display:
a beautiful woman lying on her side. Her face
is detailed, but the rest of her fades into vague
shapes and lines.
“Some parts are detailed and vivid and others are lost in the grain, the grain of life,” Niver
joked.

Senior studio art major Paige Ramsey’s fascination with
mythology began years ago with “The Metamorphoses” by
Ovid.
“I took Latin in high school and there was this big collection of poetry about Roman myths that’s always been one
of my favorites,” Ramsey said. “I thought it would be really
nice to do a series of works inspired by my favorite myths
from the book.”
Ramsey’s works are simple in their execution: faceless
forms surrounded by faint text, sometimes with a small prop
indicative of its accompanying myth. The colors and understated style blended together are cohesive and soothing.
“I decided to start a digital theory using symbolism and
simple form to put the points of the story across,” Ramsey
said. “They usually have to do with human folly, or not following the rules or love.”
Using figures from a reference site and occasionally real
models, Ramsey created her collection exclusively in Photoshop, although she is a drawing and painting concentrator.
This is Ramsey’s first showing of her digital work.

Jacqueline Guerrier wears a furry suit she made in the
likeness of “Jas,” one of her animal-human hybrid alter-egos.

Jacqueline Guerrier, mixed media
senior history and studio art double major

“What happens when you want to present
yourself as something other than human?”

Jeremiah Morris, photography

Jacqueline Guerrier is a “furry,” or an animal enthusiast with a penchant for creating human-animal hybrid
identities for herself. Most people who are familiar with
the concept have probably only seen things that present
furry culture as freakish or sexual, but Guerrier aims to
change that.
For her senior honors project in studio art, Guerrier
spent a year researching the furry phenomenon and
her place within it before sharing it with her peers in
brightly-colored (naturally) cute representations of her
and her friends’ furry personas.
To the opening of artWorks, Guerrier wore a suit of
black, white and lime-green fur that she created herself.
The suit represents just one of her many personas, Jas.
“I have a bunch of ones that I relate to for certain
aspects. This one, Sunny, is kind of a fashionista,” Guerrier said, pointing to a very chic-looking cartoon pony
on the back of a purple denim vest.
Guerrier’s collection contained 14 “conbadges,” or
small illustrations of her friends’ animal alter egos, a
mask and a painting of a panther-woman hybrid, either
standing on all-fours or just being a cat. Her illustrations are cute, fun and boldly colorful, reminiscent of
cartoons from the early 1990s (think “Thundercats,” if
you must.)

junior studio art major

“I wanted to create a project that would push
me to understand myself better as an artist …”
Summer vacation is meant to be a time of relaxation and
recuperation, but Jeremiah Morris kept his photography
studies going throughout the 100-day long summer.
Morris, a junior studio art major, didn’t spend his summer
taking selfies by the pool. Instead he planned out 100 themes
he wanted to explore visually; he sketched a concept, found
a model, set up a photo shoot and edited photos every day.
“It didn’t always go according to plan,” Morris said. “Sometimes it worked out, sometimes it was on a whim.”
In his collection, Morris explores themes like “sorrow,”
“dreams” and “insanity.” But as his list of themes to tackle
got longer, things also got weirder with themes like “under
the rain” and “ashes.”
No matter how abstract the themes are, the photos are
still beautifully executed and convey emotion subtly but
effectively.
“They’re very varied because it’s such a big project, but I
was trying to show the ways that I interpret certain emotions
and concepts and seeing if I could connect with people on a
surrealistic level,” Morris said.

1. Jacqueline Guerrier (right) chats
with patrons at the artWorks exhibit
opening on Monday.
2. Paige Ramsey’s digital prints
focus on the stories of Ovid’s
“Metamorphoses”and the lessons they
were meant to teach.
3. Derek Niver’s work, like this ink

2.

1.

3.

drawing on wood, explores the concept
of creating myth.

PHOTOS BY LAURA WILKINS / THE BREEZE

LifeSTYLE

JMU students express themselves through various
styles of clothing. LifeStyle hopes to capture the unique
people and looks that make our school such a beautiful
place. Here’s to you — the stylistas of JMU.

By Mary Kate White | The Breeze

Shirt:
Target (“Where
roughly 74
percent of my
clothes come
from.”)
Pants:
PacSun
(“They’ve
won me many
pants-related
compliments.”)
Shoes:
eBay

Jack Needham
sophomore
English major
Hometown:
Powhatan, Va.

“My best friend
once described
my style as
‘exclusively earth
tones.’ I don’t know
anything about fashion
or style, and she does,
so I’m not inclined to
argue with her. Shout
out to you, Molly.”

“If I had to
sum up my
style I would
say it is
quirky and
random. My
inspiration
comes from
looking
at other
people’s
outfits and
then combining
my own pieces in
new and different
ways that
emulate styles I’ve
seen and liked.”

Kristina Casey
graduate student
in accounting
Hometown:
Burke, Va.
Jacket:
Forever 21
Sweater:
H&M
Dress:
Goodwill
Necklace:
Target
Tights:
Target
Boots:
H&M
SABRINA MACCORMACK / THE BREEZE
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DRAMATURGY | ‘You simply
can’t be an expert in everything‘

commentary

Too close for comfort
Autograph-pursuer Nedal Lakmas allegedly groped starlet

COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS
BECKY SULLIVAN / THE BREEZE

The set of “Sweeny Todd” included the 20-by-40-foot backdrop portraying an 1840s London skyline.
Meredith Conti worked as a dramaturg to bring historical accuracy to this production in February 2012.
from front

producing such an experience with “Romeo and
Juliet” was the Shakespearean language. Conti’s
many will go to in order to ensure the integrity of job was to research the text and ensure that actors
a production. Obviously, a lot of people depend understood their lines’ meaning.
on dramaturgs to make a solid piece of work, but
“Meredith Conti ... was a presence during
as Conti said dramaturgs are also the dependents rehearsal on more than just the historical elein some situations.
ments but the artistic interpretation,” DeSanctis
“When I worked on a production of ‘Dracu- said.
la’ at the University of Pittsburgh, I was able to
The way in which a cast achieves such distinctspeak with and get materials from a professor ness from other adaptations is dependent upon
who taught a course on vampires in world litera- their own creativity.
ture,” Conti said. “You simply can’t be an expert
Whitney Trevillian, a senior theatre major,
in everything, and the best of dramaturgs utilize worked as a student dramaturg under Merea variety of resources to enrich the experiences of dith Conti for “Sweeney Todd.” Trevillian found
artists and audiences.”
information about the play that suggested the
Dramaturgs have
composer and lyricist,
additional responStephen Sondheim,
sibilities outside of
disagreed with sing“ ... we are not historians, we are
the production itself.
ing concurrently; he
artists, so the history informs
proposed that each
Those working in draour creative decisions but our
maturgy also work on
character be their own
providing the audiencindividual.
job is to move an audience so
es with information
“… Director Kate
they have an experience.”
that would engage
Arecchi was a big fan
of this idea, so we got
their interests and give
Ingrid DeSanctis
to create an individuthem the needed backdirector of “Romeo and Juliet”
al backstory for each
ground information,
whether it is through
member of the ensempamphlets, displays
ble, complete with
placement in sociand even interviews.
ety and occupation,”
Ingrid DeSanctis,
who worked as direcTrevillian said. “It was
tor for the production of “Romeo and Juliet” and so much fun to bring each character to life, and
has personally worked with Conti, said that under- the cast members were very excited to receive a
standing and respecting the origin of a work of packet of information individualized for them.”
writing is crucial in making creative decisions.
Dramaturgy may be more of a “behind the
“ … When considering the play and how we curtain” aspect of a production, but its effects
will bring it to life, there must be a respect for the are seen as clear as the stage itself. A vital
playwright’s point of view and the original produc- aspect of any creation in the theater field, dration,” DeSanctis said. “But what is exciting about maturgs play an important role in making
theatre is that we are not historians, we are art- the play a unique adaptation while ensuring
ists, so the history informs our creative decisions the original goals of the author remain intact.
but our job is to move an audience so they have
an experience.”
CONTACT Mollie Jones at
As many would assume, a major obstacle in jones2mj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Sarah Hyland poses at the 20th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards at the Shrine Auditorium.
By BREANNA GARRETT
The Breeze

Watch out for men with cameras and an intention to grope.
“Modern Family” star Sarah Hyland was allegedly groped last week by 29-year-old Nedal
Lakmas, a celebrity autograph collector, at an event in Australia. Both Hyland and Lakmas
attended the same Qantas Sydney VIP Party on Feb. 20. While waiting to take a photograph
with Hyland, Lakmas allegedly groped the actress, I suspect to get some attention.
Photographs show Hyland pointing a finger at the assaulter and yelling. After calling Lakmas
out for his inappropriate behavior, Hyland made the decision to leave the event early. Soon after
leaving the event in tears, Hyland tweeted, “Sorry to all the fans outside the #quatas event that I
didn’t get to say hi to but I had to leave due to an inappropriate touch by a fan.”
Hyland’s boyfriend of four years, Matt Prokop, even tweeted, “To the a**hole who assaulted
Sarah tonight I hope to God you don’t see next week [sic].”
Lakmas was detained on the spot, and after leaving the event Hyland pressed charges. After
the media continuously called out the celebrity-obsessed assaulter, a video leaked from an
event last year where the assaulter groped actress Sandra Bullock’s breast. You can clearly see
Lakmas attempting to get Bullock’s attention and then quickly brushing against her chest.
Bullock immediately called Lakmas out as her security guard attempted to forcefully to redirect
Lakmas’ attention.
What is this guy’s issue?
Plenty of sources have found photographs from Lakmas with other celebrities like Katy Perry
and Adele, begging the question: Did he touch any of those celebrities inappropriately as well?
It’s nice to see that Hyland took a stand and made allegations on her assaulter, but a close
relative of Lakmas says that Hyland is completely wrong for making such claims.
Supposedly, Lakmas is suffering from a medical condition and is loved by many. So is
Lakmas accidently “copping a feel,” or is he just crazy? Even with a serious condition, that gives
him no right to touch young women in places he has no permission to. These two incidents only
show Lakmas to be a pervert, but of course Lakmas says otherwise.
Lakmas has reportedly been very upset and hurt by the allegations of Hyland, Bullock and
the media. We know he’s suffering from some kind of condition, but is it a mental condition?
I strongly believe both Bullock and Hyland did a brave thing by standing up for themselves
and attempting to separate themselves from people like Lakmas. I’m sure he could have gotten
a photo and Hyland’s attention without making her feel uncomfortable and violated.
Celebrities meet tons of people from all over the world, but when they make inappropriate
gestures like Lakmas’, there are only two options: jail or a medical evaluation. What crazy person
would grab a woman’s breast, just for a photo, in front of tons of security? Obviously only
someone like Lakmas.
Although the incident has left the “Modern Family” actress pretty shook up, word has it
that she returned to work for the special episode filming shortly thereafter. Lakmas has been
charged with assault and an act of indecency; he is scheduled to appear in court on March 14.
For Sarah, kudos to you for speaking up for the many women whose voices need to be
heard and grabblers that need to be locked away.
Breanna Garrett is a senior writing, rhetoric and technical communication major. Contact
her at garretbd@dukes.jmu.edu.

1. “TALKING BACKWARDS”
by REAL ESTATE

6. “GOUGE”
by ETERNAL SUMMERS

2. “FALL IN LOVE”
by PHANTOGRAM

7. “SATELLITE”
by SULTAN BATHERY

3. “WHITE’S NOT MY COLOR THIS EVENING”
by CHERRY GLAZERR

8. “NEW YORK MORNING”
by ELBOW

4. “WHEN WE’RE FIRE”
by LO-FANG

9. “HEY DAYDREAMER”
by SALLY SELTMANN

5. “THINGS YOU DO”
by CHALK AND NUMBERS

10. “ROCK BOTTOM”
by MODERN BASEBALL

Sports
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Stephen proffitt

estimated proffitt

Live and
let live
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Walk-ins welcome

Players showcase athleticism in attempt to make football team at walk-on tryouts

Fans need to forgive
past steroid users as
they look to continue
their careers
This past week reminded me
of two things. First that my bank
account lost $130 to cover my
annual MLB.TV subscription. It was
a double-edged sword. My account
took an unfortunate slide, but
baseball season is upon us, praise
the Lord.
The second reminder came with
the free agent signing of a convicted
steroid user. We need to give MLB’s
players a second chance when it
comes to the juice.
On Saturday, the Baltimore Orioles
signed outfielder Nelson Cruz to a
one-year, $8 million
deal. Cruz, a former
member of the
Texas Rangers,
was suspended
in August 2013
along with 11 other
players for steroid
use. He served a
50-game suspension and returned for
the Rangers’ American League wild
card tie-breaker against the Tampa
Bay Rays. He went 0 for 4, in the
Rangers loss.
In April 2005, commissioner Bud
Selig instituted a “three strikes and
you’re out” policy. Players would be
suspended 50 games for first offenses,
100 for second and a lifetime ban for
a third strike.
According to the Baseball Almanac
website, 40 suspensions have been
handed out since 2006. Some names
that may ring a bell: Alex Rodriguez,
Miguel Tejada, Manny Ramirez
(twice), Bartolo Colon and others.
Steroids have slowed progression
in baseball in the 21st century. From
lies on Capitol Hill to lies on 60
Minutes, it’s been a disheartening
few years as a baseball fan, but there
is hope.
I’ve said it before, but the MLB
isn’t an anomaly when it comes to
cultural issues, per say. The NFL has
concussions, NHL has fighting and
the NBA has an image and racial
dilemma. The thing that separates
those three leagues is that fans don’t
prosecute the sport as a whole for
these topics.
Apparently I was ignorant when I
said in an earlier column that maybe
the NFL should cease to exist because
of PBS’ “League of Denial.” I still
believe that.
However, I don’t see many NFL
fans in the stands holding poster
boards with decayed brains on them
as much as I do of seringues at MLB
parks across the country.
Second chances are real in my
opinion, and we as fans are partially
responsible for the hindered forward
movement.
Colon was suspended on Aug. 22,
2012 for 50 games, a first offense. He
served his time and returned last
season. He went 18-6 with a 2.65 ERA.
He was named to the All-Star team
and finished sixth in the AL Cy Young
Award voting. A comeback if you will.
Let’s call it a second chance.
I read many posts online from
Orioles fans this weekend that they
were upset their team would sign
such a player like Cruz.
Offseasons for franchises are like
a blank canvas. You’re always going
to have consistent elements in your
painting (long-term contracted
players), but you also have a lot of
fresh, white space to fill with new
colors, new styles.
The Cruz signing is the Orioles
second questionable move by the
team in one week. They also signed
pitcher Ubaldo Jiminez last week,
a player infamously known for his
temper. He got in a fight during
spring training a couple years back,
but they’re giving him a second
chance. They’re also giving Cruz a
second chance.
I do not like saying this, but
let’s take a page out of the Orioles
book. Let’s give players a shot at
redemption.
I could write a completely separate column on the new replay system
being implemented in the game this
season, maybe even an entire thesis on its inevitable impact. Some say
this is the progressive measure the
game needs to break away from its
conservative upbringing. I’m skeptical on this, but progression for me will
come when fans can learn forgiveness.
Stephen Proffitt is a junior media
arts and design major. Contact
Stephen at proffittjs@gmail.com.

Photos by Holly warfield / The Breeze

LEFT Sophomore Ke’Von White runs through the finish line of his 40-yard
dash attempt. White formerly played for Averett University.
RIGHT Players warm-up before starting the drills that JMU’s coaching staff
put them through. Roughly 20 athletes came to the tryouts.
By Wayne Epps Jr.
The Breeze

In a quiet, empty Bridgeforth Stadium Monday evening, roughly
20 athletes came out on the field in search of a dream. They were all
vying for a chance to be back on that same field months from now,
except in front of thousands.
Football hosted walk-on tryouts Monday, giving interested individuals a shot at making the team. For about 45 minutes, the players
were put through various speed and agility drills to test their readiness for football competition. Coaches watched the students run the
40-yard dash and critiqued their ability to backpedal and change
directions on cue.
While the current coaches wouldn’t comment on the tryouts, former coach Ulrick Edmonds is familiar with the process. Edmonds
played defensive line for JMU from 1997-2000, before becoming a
coach under former head coach Mickey Matthews’ staff in 2001 then
2004-13. Most recently he was a tight ends coach and recruiting coordinator before moving on to become the linebackers coach at Old
Dominion University in December.
“For the most part they were exciting,” Edmonds said about walkon tryouts. “Any time you can give someone an opportunity to do
something that they’ve been working hard towards, something that
they’re really wanted for a long time, it’s always good. That’s what
sports are all about.”
This year’s tryouts were announced on Feb. 11. Matthews traditionally held walk-on tryouts during the season sometime during a bye
week. Those tryouts averaged 10-15 players a year and consisted of
the same type of drills as Monday’s tryouts.

Lacrosse (2-1)

Many of the prospects at Matthews’ tryouts were players that the
coaching staff had an idea about or previous knowledge of from the
recruiting trail or elsewhere.
“Most of the time it’s guys that we know about, or it’s guys that
we’ve heard about,” Edmonds said.
Other prospects came from lower-level college football or community colleges. Monday’s tryouts had some players that fit that
description. Sophomores Ke’Von White and Steven Boyser transferred to JMU in the fall from smaller schools and are looking at
rejuvenating their football careers.
White was a running back for two years at the Division III Averett University in Danville, Va. His high school academics forced him
there after being recruited by the likes of the University of Michigan,
Indiana University, Towson University and more while at Midlothian’s James River High School.
After shining in his two seasons in Danville with 820 rushing yards
as a freshman in 2011 and 748 as a sophomore in 2012, JMU’s former
coaching staff recruited him to try to play for JMU. When the new
coaching staff came in, he touched base and found out about Monday’s opportunity.
“Just the drive to play again, honestly,” White said about what
prompted him to try out. “I been training for it ever since I left my
last school, so I just transformed my body and transformed myself
into the athlete I wanted to be, into a D-I athlete. And I’m here now,
and trying to see the results of it.”
Boyser played a year at Division III Randolph-Macon College in
Ashland, Va. He found out about the tryouts last week from friends
on the team from his hometown of Virginia Beach. He, like White,
had been training since he arrived at JMU in the fall and started asking around about it then.
“I was definitely ready for whatever,” Boyser said. “I didn’t really
have any certain expectations.”
Edmonds said that under Matthews, JMU typically brought in just
one or two players each year from walk-on tryouts. According to Boyser, players this year were told that there isn’t a set number that the
coaching staff is looking to bring in.
Across college football, it’s rare for walk-on players to make the
leap from no-names to stars. But in 2007, kicker Dave Stannard (’07’08) walked on to the team and made 12 of 14 field goals and 49 of 51
extra points in his first season. He was named to second-team AllCAA and was named an honorable mention All-American by The
Sports Network.
But cases like that are rare.
“Every now and then, you’ll find a couple guys that can help you
in some form, in some way,” Edmonds said.
Both White and Boyser thought they did OK in tryouts Monday,
but could’ve done better. The players were told that they will hear
back from the coaching staff in about a week. As the two strive to get
back into the game, the chance to suit up in purple and gold would
mean the world.
“To see the results of everything I put into it, it would be a dream
come true to be honest,” White said. “Something that I repeatedly see
in my head to come to pass, but it got to become a reality one day.”
Contact Wayne Epps Jr. at breezesports@gmail.com.

Family affair

Amy Roguski has lacrosse in her blood, looks to finish career strong this season
By Kat Maniatakis
contributing writer

matt Schmachtenberg / The Breeze

Senior attacker Amy Roguski has six goals in three games this season.

On the wake of Friday morning, the
stomachs of the lacrosse team were tied
in knots.
After 56 minutes of trading blows with
Jacksonville University, the Dukes found
themselves down by a single goal with
3:30 left in regulation. It began with a pass
from senior midfielder Emily Rhoads that
landed into the stick of senior attacker
Amy Roguski. Roguski drilled the ball into
the back of Jacksonville’s net and sent the
Dukes forward to double-overtime that
ended up as a win in Florida.
“[We] practiced the play a million times
… having that in our back pocket to use
was nice,” Roguski said. “Emily Rhoads is
the best feeder — all she had to do was
place it to me.”
A last minute shot for redemption —
something that comes all so naturally
to Roguski. The athletic gene has always
been present within Roguski’s family. The
daughter of Jim and Betty Lou Roguski,
she grew up in Sykesville, Md., just outside of Baltimore. Jim was once a baseball
pitcher and received several offers from
professional teams. Roguski’s three older
sisters — Jess, Julie and Lauren — all
played lacrosse at the collegiate level.
Jess Roguski, who played at Vanderbilt University and was a two-time

All-American Lacrosse Conference Selection while leading her team to a National
Collegiate Athletic Association Championship Semifinal appearance in 2004,
went on to an assistant-coaching career
at Ohio University.
Both Julie and Lauren went to play
under their older sister at Ohio; however, the university went on to announce it
was cutting the women’s lacrosse program
at the end of the 2007 spring semester, a
week before their season was set to begin.
It was canceled due to the lack of studentathletes interested in the program.
What was once a family affair had
ended before Roguski even graduated
high school. Instead, she had her eyes set
on starting a different legacy.
“It [JMU] was the first school I visited
junior year of high school, and as soon
as I left I told my dad ‘I’m going there,’”
Roguski said.
The secret to JMU capturing her adoration? The team. Roguski regarded her
visit as welcoming and that she already
felt like a member of the team when she
came to visit.
The spring of 2011 marked her first
official collegiate season. Playing off the
bench in 13 games, Roguski notched only
four goals on nine shots. In her second
season as a Duke, she played and started
see lacrosse, page 12
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LACROSSE | Filling big shoes

DANIELLE EPIFANIO / THE BREEZE

Amy Roguski is stepping up, taking the leadership Casey Ancarrow left behind when she graduated last May.

from page 11

in every game, recording 40 goals on 66 shots;
she also became the team leader in goals and
shooting percentage.
What could’ve sparked this offensive
powerhouse?
A mental switch. The pressures of freshman
year along with being a Division I athlete were
very overwhelming.
“It was all mental for me — mental toughness,”
Roguski said.
A mindset that fellow teammate Casey Ancarrow had drilled into her head. Ancarrow was a
four-year starting attacker who graduated in the
spring of 2013. An All-American who was a member of the U.S. Women’s National Lacrosse Team
and ranks fifth in goals and points on JMU’s alltime career list, had played by Roguski’s side for
three years.
“I remember my freshman year in one of our
games, she came up to me and said, ‘Stop freaking out, you’re great,’” Roguski said. “‘You play
against a great defense every day. You can put
that into the games.’”
Ancarrow had always been the type of athlete
to challenge the players around her — not necessarily to beat her but to get on her level.
“She had confidence that everyone else could
play the same way she played, too,” Roguski said.
In the 2013 season, Roguski continued her legacy by once again leading the team in shooting
percentage, and this time, game-winning goals
as well.
Despite the accolades, she is now entering her
senior year and craving the one thing she hasn’t

had since she was a freshman: a Colonial Athletic
Association Championship and NCAA tournament berth.
At the start of the 2014 lacrosse season, JMU
was ranked second behind Towson in the preseason CAA polls. Roguski was named to the
preseason All-CAA squad along with junior midfielder Ali Curwin.
“Amy and I have developed good chemistry over time,” Curwin said. “Amy is the type of
player that you love to play with and hate to play
against.”
Playing alongside Roguski and Curwin is
Rhoads. Roguski and Rhoads, along with the
other nine seniors, plan to lead the team this
year. Rhoads noted that the large senior class
has the advantage of having the ability to connect
with players in different positions throughout the
field.
Just as in Roguski’s first season, mental toughness has become a trademark of her final season.
“You can’t look at them [games] as losses, you
have to look at them as lessons … Just learn from
it and move forward,” she said.
So far this season, the Dukes are off to a 2-1
start with the only loss being to nationallyranked, No. 7 University of Florida. It was a loss
whose lessons will prove fruitful as JMU progresses to play other nationally-acknowledged
programs.
This Saturday, lacrosse will take on the
eighth-ranked Loyola Greyhounds at University Park. The starting draw will begin at 1 p.m.
CONTACT Kat Maniatakis at
maniatkr@gmail.com.

BASKETBALL (11-17)

Sending
off
Semenov
MATT SCHMACHTENBERG / THE BREEZE

Andrey Semenov reflects on his time as a Duke as the season comes to an end
He sat on a mat awaiting the start of a 4 p.m.
practice, the day before his senior day. It hadn’t
hit him that in just over 24 hours, he’d lace up
inside the Convocation Center for the final time.
He emerged from the locker room, barefoot, after
six years of walking through those double doors
into the Convo. He is comfortable. He, is Andrey
Semenov.
“When it’s your very last one, that is when it hits
you,” Semenov said. “Over the last week I guess
I’ve been thinking about all the times I’ve spent
in the gym, days and nights and the games. You
start thinking about that stuff, the good old days.”
The Convo and JMU has been his home since
2008.
“I don’t know about the 10,000 hours thing, but
at least probably half of that,” Semenov said.
That’s well over 200 days inside the same gym.
Long-time PA, Jack Cavanaugh, announced
Semenov’s name, one that has belted out of his
mouth hundreds of times since ’08. The redshirt
senior forward shook hands with all of his teammates as he completed a routine for the final time
Wednesday evening against Towson University.
It was senior night and his last game inside the
Convo.
“It’s been gratifying for me to see him have so
much success,” head coach Matt Brady said. “He’s
been a part of a number of different teams here.
A player that we can rely on and has filled a lot of
different roles for us.”
Prior to the game, Semenov was recognized for
his time spent at JMU. The St. Petersburg, Russia native has spent the last six years of his life
wearing purple and gold — 130 games to be exact.
He set a school record a few weeks back when
he played in his 127th game at the University of
Delaware, surpassing guard Pierre Curtis (200610). Semenov says Curtis was one of his biggest
mentors during his time here.
“You can’t set those kinds of records unless
one, you’re a good player and number two, you’re
productive,” Brady said.
Semenov’s career is not one easily told. He’s
battled injuries all of his career, hence why is still
playing in a sixth year, an encore granted to him
by the NCAA prior to the conference tournament
last year.
“What’s wrong with being in college for six
years?” Semenov said. “I fell in love with the
school the day I stepped on it. Maybe the next
day to be fair. I’d rather be here than to have bills.”
He’s seen three 20-plus-win seasons. He’s also
seen a 12-win season. He’s played as many as 960
minutes in a season (2011-12). He’s seen as little
as 96 (2009-10, injuries). You should start recognizing the contrast. But in a program faced with
contrast over the years, Semenov has been there.
“He’s a constant for us,” Brady said. “We need
his competitiveness, his combativeness, to a

certain extent, his mental toughness.
Semenov’s stats are notable, but he would like
to be remembered for his work ethic, toughness
and ability to leave it all out on the floor.
“That I gave it my best every night,” Semenov
said. “I always prided myself on playing hard
and that was the chatter among the people who
watched me play.”
As a freshman he saw a lot of action, playing
in all but two of JMU’s contests. He started two
games that season.
Sophomore year, the injury bug got to him, like
it has for many of Brady’s players. He did not play
after Dec. 5, 2009 because of back problems and
successfully earned a medical redshirt.
“[He’s] somewhat symbolic of the injuries my
teams have had through my six years,” Brady said.
“When he’s been injured, the teams have generally not been as good.”
His third year resembled his first with 32 games
played and two starts. He averaged 7.5 points per

“

It’s six years of personal
relationships. You don’t
just forget about it.”

“

By STEPHEN PROFFITT
The Breeze

Andrey Semenov

contest and shot 43 percent from downtown. He
scored 15 in an opening round loss to College of
William & Mary in the Colonial Athletic Association. It’s a loss that haunts Brady to this day. The
Dukes got an invite to the College Basketball Invitational (CBI) where they lost to Davidson College
in the opening round.
“We left some wins on the table that year
because we were so new and the nucleus hadn’t
played together,” Brady said. “He was a significant
part to that team.”
Through the years, he’s had to evolve into a
completely different player. From beginning as a
skinny guard until now, where he frequently plays
the low block out to the perimeter, strategically
stretching the defense.
“I’ve changed completely as a player,” he said.
“I never thought I’d play the four while I was in
high school.”
On a nightly basis now, Semenov goes toe to
toe with some of the toughest and largest forwards in the league. Guys who have multiple
inches and dozens of pounds on him. He never
backs down.
“I always feel even though objectively it’s not
always true, but I always feel I can play with anybody,” Semenov said. “Just put me out there, I’ll

do my best and it’ll be OK.”
Last year was a challenging year for Semenov.
He battled a groin injury early in the season that
kept him out of multiple games. Then it was his
ankle that kept him sidelined from January on as
he was forced to watch as the Dukes sparked late
in the season and ran the tables into the NCAA
tournament.
“He was very grateful to be a part of it which
speaks to his character,” Brady said. “I think he
was a part of last year’s team.”
Semenov averaged 10 points in seven games
played last season.
It’s bittersweet for a player to make the decision. End your career on the high of a conference
championship ring and NCAA tournament berth,
or go out playing as he has done this season.
It’s been a challenging run of it this season. He’s
struggled to find his shooting stroke that everyone
has come to know him by. His shooting percentage (36 percent) is the lowest since 2010. Same
can be said of his percentage from beyond the
arc (33 percent), which has also taken a dive from
years past, but to many this is beside the point in
a season like this.
Consistency this year has come at a premium
for the 6’7”, 200-pound “stretch-four” forward as
Brady calls him. Twenty-three points one night,
zero the next. Nineteen points on the road, eight
at home. With steady statistics throughout his
career, this year is not about the numbers. Sheerly
having Semenov in the around is invaluable.
“Having me on the team eases the transition
from losing all the seniors,” Semenov said. “It
helped me to know I could do a whole season of
basketball.”
Semmy, a nickname given to him by sophomore guard Andre Nation has stuck over the past
two seasons. Brady and other players have respect
for the guy who’s been around a league and a program for this long.
“Oh man, it’s been fun playing with that guy,”
sophomore guard Ron Curry said. “When I first
got recruited here, that’s when I first saw him and
I was really impressed. He has a big impact on
the program.”
Whether he likes it or not, Semenov is the old
guy.
“He’s kind of like the grandfather of the group,”
Curry said. “Everybody plays around him and he’s
the serious guy.”
He has a reserved personality off the court, but
he wears his emotions on the floor. His role on this
year’s team means a great deal to the coaching
staff. His presence in the locker room, bunking
with players on the road, being on the bus means
so much to such a young group of players.
“He’s been a bridge for all these different teams
and all these new faces that have come through,”
Brady said. “All his teammates respect his time
here, what he’s done, what he means to this
program.”
Earlier in the season, in the midst of a rock

band-esque tour of the country, freshman Tom
Vodanovich slated Semenov as his favorite roommate while on the road.
“He’s a very wise man, ol’ Semenov,” Vodanovich said. “He’s been sort of a coach to me in a way.”
Wisdom flows out of Semenov daily to the
younger players. It’s something he hopes they are
able to absorb and process over the coming years.
Wisdom in college athletics is a cycle.
“I hope I had a decent amount of impact,”
Semenov said. “This team is whatever it is and
I’m kind of an outsider in it. I hope they look at
me and see the fact that everything is going to be
alright.”
But this doesn’t mean this season is a waste
for someone who’s logged 3,200 minutes in that
uniform. Brady thinks his production has helped
them earn multiple W’s.
“It’s been really helpful for us as a program to
have him this year,” Brady said. “Some of the wins
that we have this year no doubt about it could not
have replaced … whether it’s his points, rebounds
or defense.”
On Jan. 29, on the road at Northeastern University, a place JMU historically struggles, he pulled
through in the clutch. After a scoreless first half,
Semenov got hot in the second, netting nine
points and draining two huge shots from deep
that led the Dukes to their biggest road win of
the season.
Going into Wednesday, Semenov has made 159
shots from downtown and each reaction following the ball meeting the net has been priceless.
“You have to do it with intangibles,” Semenov
said. “Wearing my emotions on my sleeves is an
intangible.”
So what’s next for Semenov?
“I haven’t really thought about not playing just
yet,” he said. “It’s not entirely sad because I’m
hoping to go play Europe so basketball doesn’t
stop for me.”
Semenov graduated last spring with a degree in
international business. No matter where he ends
up next, he will be remembered on this campus.
He’ll finish 18th on JMU’s all time scoring
record as he moved up multiple spots this season. He’s the 13th player in school history to log
1,000 career points and 500 rebounds and the first
player in school history with those numbers coupled with 100 blocks and 100 assists.
At the end of the day, records, statistics are just
factual information stored in books — well now
computers and hard drives. They aren’t personal at all and they can’t speak to intangibles. Stats
don’t have character, they don’t have personality.
“It’s six years of personal relationships,” he said.
“You don’t just forget about it.”
His legacy cannot be contained within the
Convo. Semenov made his mark on Madison.
“There’s no other place I’d rather spend six years.”
CONTACT Stephen Proffitt
at proffittjs@gmail.com.
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Madison Marketplace

Support these local businesses
IMPRINTED APPAREL/SPORTSWEAR, PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS, SWAG

4 bedroom,2 bath,3
blocks away. 85 E.Grattan
(540)434-4227
Room available ASAP
in Stone Gate, email graeffat@dukes.jmu.edu for details!
Massanutten
home
for rent. Contact Mountain Valley Mangement/
Steve Stein
3 bedroom/2.5 bath
townhouse available 7/2014.
North campus, $925/month,
540-908-8923.
Lower rate 3-bedroom
in Aspen Heights. Only
$539/room. Call (540)3309566

Alumni couple looking for current photography major to take
engagement photos. Email
lfey007@gmail.com
for
price negotiation
PREGNANT? We are a childless couple hoping to adopt a
baby. Call/text 720-6080143
Marketing work. pays
$500. 240.388.5507
City of Harrisonburg.
Recreation
Instructor - Seasonal. Visit www.
harrisonburgva.gov/jobs for
more information and to apply online

Professional Grade
Apartment. Large fully
furnished, pots/pans/dishes/linens, etc. Modern 1 bedroom, cable TV, internet
available,
washer/dryer.
$750 plus electric. Available
Feb. 1, 2014. 1-540-4321989
3 bedroom house for rent
Devon Lane. 1min to Campus! 240-388-5507

·

ATTENTION
SENIORS:
LOOKING FOR SUBLETS.
CALL BOB WEASE 4345919

Advertise with us!

Devonshire
Village
Townhomes! Walk/bike to
campus. Available 20142015. 410-370-5822

Tax preparation (all
students) for $69/$99. DHS
Financial
Services.
(540)438-0288.
Affordable
Health
Insurance. Call DHS Financial Services at(540)
438-0288 NOW
Reputation
Management Your Online and
ReputationMatters.
888.737.8922

Madison

Munchies

Mobile

Online Backup - Easy
Secure Automatic for your
files 888.737-8922
Shades of Shay Airbrush Tanning Discounts for
JMU! Facebook: ShadesofShayTanning 410-571-4571
DOG-OWNERS!Happy
Hounds Doggie Daycare now
open. 540-560-8530 www.
happyhoundcompound.com

Three DiLonghi elec.
space heaters. Exel.
cond. $25.00 ea. 833-2610.

·

JMU APPROVED VENDOR CONTRACT # UCPJMU3966 CLC LICENSE APPROVED

Area’s only indoor turf
soccer league! www.nladsports.com

China Express
$2.50 OFF

PURCHASE OF $20 OR MORE
-SUPER COMBO ONLY $7.35FREE DELIVERY (540) 568-9899

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
“Where JMU buys their diamonds”

1930’s ART DECO Platinum Diamond
1.18cts Filigree Cocktail Ring

This Week $2,200
Gentleman’s Club
the ONLY club in the area...

just 35 minutes away!

Matthias, WV

304.897.8200

paradisecitygentlemensclub.com

!
*All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff
GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com
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LOOK
AND
LEASE!
February 28 from 12pm-5pm
COME BY AND SEE COPPER BEECH!
Our One Bedroom Model Home Open for tours

as well as snacks and drinks! Anyone who tours
and signs a lease within 48 hours will get a

WAIVED APPLICATION FEE ($30) and
WA I V E D A C T I V I T Y F E E ( $ 9 9 ) !

Come get FREE FOOD
from Mama’s Caboose!
410 Copper Beech Circle (540)438-0401
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Votes are in
Welcome to our annual Best of the ’Burg special
section. Readers choose their favorite spots in 20
different categories over three weeks. This year there
were 2,329 votes cast. Did your vote choose the winner?

breezejmu.org Best of the ’burg

Restaurant with the best deals
for a college budget?

Cook Out
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laura wilkins / the breeze

By IJ Chan
The Breeze

For broke and hungry JMU students,
Cook Out is the place to go.
Cook Out, located on East Market
Street, is often packed with students from
dinnertime to late at night — it’s open
until 3 a.m. The menu offers various fast
food items including burgers, chicken
sandwiches and hot dogs. Sides range
from french fries, onion rings and hush
puppies.

One of the most popular items on
the menu is the milkshakes. With
nearly 40 different flavors, customers
can combine flavors to create their
ideal shake. But perhaps the most
appealing aspect of Cook Out is its
low prices. A customer can get a meal
with two entrees and two sides for less
than $10 — perfect for the hungry JMU
student on a tight budget.
contact IJ Chan at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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Best place to grab coffee?

Starbucks

Holly Warfield / the breeze

By Taran Blanton-VanDerwege
The Breeze

For the last few weeks, students have been
voting for their favorite places in Harrisonburg to study, eat, get coffee, etc. Finally, the
moment has arrived: Starbucks was chosen
as the Best of the ’Burg when it comes to
coffee.
Being a coffee connoisseur myself, I understand the enthusiasm for the coffee company
that has taken over JMU’s campus and students’ bank accounts. I spoke with many
students who retain a permanent residence
within the comforting sounds and smells of
Starbucks, and from our conversations I have
discovered a few reasons why it is so popular.
First and foremost, Starbucks accepts
FLEX and Dining Dollars. Although, there
are other places on campus that sell coffee
— Java City, Einstein Bros. Bagels — it’s clear
that students would rather spend the money
provided on their JACards at Starbucks.
Second, students can get their coffee made
however they like it: with extra whip, no
foam, double shots of espresso and caramel

sauce they get on top of, in, or, a new phrase
I learned, “inside out” (where you not only
get caramel on the top of the drink, but they
will also coat the insides of your cup with
caramel). Either way, it doesn’t seem like the
students care much about the price.
Tammy Massarella, a Starbucks manager,
explained that, “The iced venti caramel macchiato has become the most popular drink
among students since the weather warmed
up and students are ready for something
cold.”
Lastly, you know what they say about location. Because JMU has placed Starbucks in
both libraries and Market One, students have
access to coffee during the most stressful and
energy-consuming times during the day as
well as access to coffee in passing. Whatever the reason for the “almost constant flow
of students” and “lines from the stairs [and
back doors]” to Starbucks, students voted
that Starbucks is worth the wait and sometimes the higher cost.
Contact Taran Blanton-VanderWege
at blantotr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Team Carrier or team Rose?

Carrier

Mark Owen / the breeze

Carrier also wins best place to study on campus
By Lauren Young
The Breeze

Between classes is when most students look
for somewhere to crash. The most popular spot
is Carrier Library, located in the heart of campus.
Students can be seen napping, printing, studying, getting coffee and talking with friends. So
naturally, students voted Carrier as their favorite
library on campus.
“I like [Carrier] because not only is it a quiet
place to study, but it acts as a hub of activity,”
senior English major Molly Cabbage said, “I can
find most of my friends there on a daily basis.”
Kerry Smith, a junior writing, rhetoric and
technical communication major, likes Carrier better as well. “Carrier is low key. There are
people talking and studying, and if I want to get
serious studying done I can go up to the upper
floors. If I’m relaxing between classes I love the
first floor.”
Carrier is not only a great location for main
campus regulars, but also offers assistance for
students. At Rose, there is one help desk that
houses all the available services; Carrier has a

separate librarian for each resource, so Carrier
appears to win for “customer service.”
As students walk in to Carrier, they see a long
desk that is the Public Services Desk that usually has two or three librarians ready to assist.
Directly behind this is the Ask a Librarian desk.
Students — especially those writing research
papers — find this to be a great advantage when
looking for credible sources hidden in the stacks.
Overall there is a larger number of books and
collections stored in Carrier; this creates more
of a rustic, traditional atmosphere. Found in the
basement is the Media Resources Desk as well as
computers available for student use. Student can
get equipment loans, rent DVDs and professors
can request class time in the Screening Room.
Last, but certainly not least: Starbucks. This
is a cozy spot if you like white noise while you
work. Although Rose now has a “to-go” style
Starbucks, people seem to like the coffee shop
feel in the Carrier Location. The line for speaks
for itself.
Contact Lauren Young at
young2le@dukes.jmu.edu.

Mark Owen / the breeze
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Best place to live on campus?

Bluestone area

By Addison Snidle
The Breeze

It’s not a surprise that the Bluestone dorms won best
place to live on campus. Located near the Quad, the
Bluestone area captures the quintessential beauty of
JMU and allows students to experience campus the
same way it has been for over 100 years.
Freshman vocal performance major Maya Davis
currently lives in the newly refurbished Wayland Hall.
“Living in a Bluestone dorm is better than living anywhere else on campus because we get to live on the
original side of campus.”
Wayland was renovated in 2011 to be the first ecofriendly dorm at JMU. Wayland used old doors to build
pieces of their new walls, uses rainwater in its toilets
and the thermostat always remains at a comfortable
temperature using geothermal heating.
“I lived on the Quad freshman year, and East Campus my sophomore year,” junior computer science
major Mariya Medovar said. “The Bluestone dorms are
extremely larger than any rooms in the dorms across

campus and the bus stop was also really close, no matter where you lived on the Quad. On East Campus, I
had to do more walking and I lived far away from half
of my classes.”
No matter what students’ majors are, during their
freshman and sophomore years they are most likely taking GenEd courses, most of which are held in
the buildings on the Quad. Students who live in the
Bluestone dorms are less than five minutes from their
classes.
“Bluestone is also really close to downtown so you
can just walk there,” Medovar said. She also enjoys how
close she is to most of the dining places on campus.
There are many types of dorms at JMU: there are the
Village and Lakeside dorms that don’t have air conditioning, the East Campus and Hillside dorms that
do have air conditioning and then there’s Bluestone
dorms with air conditioning, large rooms and a great
location.
mark owen / the breeze

Contact Addison Snidle at
snidleab@dukes.jmu.edu.

Best place to live off campus?

Copper Beech
By Wayne Epps Jr.
The Breeze

Lauren Gordon / the breeze

People like their space, and space is what the Copper
Beech Townhomes offers. Lots of space, plus amenities like
a 24/7 gym on site and two pools, helped Copper Beech
earn the distinction of best off-campus living complex and
best gym facility.
“You just have your own individual bathroom, your own
individual bedroom, a large kitchen, large living room and
a half bath on the main floor,” graduate student Maggie Pilson said. “For the price that they offer, it’s the best deal in
Harrisonburg.”
Pilson has been living in Copper Beech for two years,
beginning as a JMU undergrad. When she first moved
off campus, she was in a traditional apartment with people living above and below her. Not a fan of the noise that
accompanied that arrangement, the townhome layout of
Copper Beech appealed to her.
“We pay like two more dollars now than what we did
when we had like a much, much smaller apartment,” Pilson said. “We feel more safe here, a bigger space.”

Complex also
wins best gym
facility

The Copper Beech company is based in State College,
Pa., and there are Copper Beech townhomes spanning the
East Coast. But according to Harrisonburg property manager Latany Bell, Harrisonburg’s location, which opened in
2008, is one of the newest and largest complexes, with some
of the most up-to-date amenities and layouts.
As far as amenities go, Copper Beech has two tanning
capsules, a game room, two basketball courts and a sand
volleyball court in addition to the gym and pools. The gym
especially stands out.
“The gym’s probably like the main reason why we chose
Copper Beech, because it’s open 24 hours, which is so rare,”
Pilson said. “And the fact that it’s included in our rent price
is awesome ... And you just have like a security tag to get
you in the gym, even if you were to go at midnight. So that’s
probably amenity that they have here.”
Copper Beech is currently 94 percent full for the
upcoming school year, so time’s running out if you
want to live in this year’s king of off-campus housing.
Contact Wayne Epps Jr. at
breezesports@gmail.com.
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Best day trip location?

Charlottesville

By JOANNA MORELLI
The Breeze

The Corner

The Corner is the first place to stop on your day trip to
Charlottesville. Located near the U.Va’s campus, it’s one of
the main student hangouts. From chains to local commodities, the Corner has it all, even names that will ring a bell to
Harrisonburg dwellers, such as Duo Boutique, a half regular
retail price and half consignment shop and Bluetique. Both
of these shops can also be found in downtown Harrisonburg.
In addition, you can find other charming boutiques such
as Finch, similar in fashion to Bluetique, and Heartwood
Books, a used bookstore that charges half the cover price of
paperback books.
For breakfast, lunch or dinner, the Corner has a solution to every craving. For breakfast, I recommend Bodo’s
Bagels, which is what I assume to be the equivalent to Mr.
Jay’s Bagels and Deli on a Saturday morning. At Bodo’s, you
can customize a bagel or sandwich of your choice. If you’re
looking for something a little more familiar, the Corner also
has a Jimmy John’s, Dunkin’ Donuts and Starbucks Coffee.
The highlight of Corner dining, however, is The Virginian,
the oldest restaurant in Charlottesville (founded in 1923).
While there, visitors should try some of the restaurant’s most
popular Southern dishes: the crab cake sandwich, the buffalo chicken salad sandwich and fried chicken with mashed
potatoes.
The Corner has a fun, dynamic atmosphere that incorporates part of the U.Va. campus. Although a little confusing to
get to some of the shops and eateries at points, there are a
couple map markers posted to navigate the area.

The Charlottesville Historic Downtown Mall

If you wish to avoid the downtown bustle and city vibe
that The Corner offers, make sure to stop at the pedestrian
Charlottesville Historic Downtown Mall.
The area is a brick strip of retail that calls for no confusion and lots of leisure; upon visiting, you can take your time
and no one can rush you off to the side of a sidewalk, unlike
the Corner.
The Downtown Mall incorporates more of the essence
of Charlottesville’s downtown culture; while The Corner is
aimed at college students and parents, the pedestrian Mall
is more for visitors.
A unique thing about the mall is that hardly any of the
stores and none of the eateries are chains; the only two
chains are a CVS and Urban Outfitters.
Another great feature that cannot be found anywhere else
in Charlottesville is the amount of entertainment venues to
visit at the Downtown Mall. Visitors can see a live music

HOLLY WARFIELD / THE BREEZE

Visitors can meander along the brick paveway of the Hsitoric Downtown Mall at their own pace, as opposed to the Corner’s rushed feel.

show at the Jefferson Theater or watch musicals or comedies at
the Paramount Theater. If you’re in Charlottesville during the
warmer months, live music can also be heard outside at the nTelos Wireless Pavilion.
Whatever you choose to do, the Downtown Mall is the perfect
place for a fun, relaxing visit during your day in Charlottesville.

The Monticello Wine Trail

For the final stops of your Charlottesville day trip (if you’re of
legal age), you should pay a visit to one or two of the wineries on
the Monticello Wine Trail — Thomas Jefferson himself owned
vineyards, after all.
Charlottesville holds a good portion of the Monticello Wine
Trail; there are over thirty wineries within a 30-mile radius of
Charlottesville.

The closest winery to Charlottesville is Jefferson Vineyards,
which was originally owned by Jefferson. The most popular
white wine for the vineyard is the Viognier and the most popular red wine is the Meritage.
If Jefferson Vineyards doesn’t appeal to you, Trump Winery
and Blenheim Vineyards are the next closest wineries to Charlottesville, both located roughly seven miles outside of the city.
Visiting the Charlottesville wineries is a great way to experience history, as well as unwind from your day in Charlottesville.
Even if you’re not interested in wine, there are always
other options: the Charlottesville region offers four out
of the eight cideries in Virginia and three breweries.
CONTACT Joanna Morelli at breezearts@gmail.com.
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Favorite date night location?

Local Chop & Grill House

JAMES CHUNG / THE BREEZE

Local Chop & Grill House is located on West Gay Street downtown. The restaurant features happy hour and live music on the weekends.

By GILLIAN DUKOFF
contributing writer

Is your significant other getting a little tired of date night
at E-Hall? Fear no more. The
Best of the ’Burg has named
the Local Chop & Grill House
as the “best date night” restaurant in Harrisonburg. The
Local Chop & Grill House is
known for its all-American
dining, with a menu featuring a wide variety of food
from classic burgers to tender
steaks.
You’ll start feeling the love
the second you walk through
its colossal wooden doors.
The Local Chop & Grill House
features local, organic and
sustainably raised food from
farmers and growers in the
Shenandoah Valley that is
affordable to fit the average
JMU student’s budget.

A tip to enhance your date
night out : make a reservation. The Local Chop & Grill
House fills up quickly on the
weekends; the restaurant was
completely booked by romantic couples for Valentine’s Day
weekend. Another tip is to take
advantage of the free parking
available.
Not interested in dinner?
The Local Chop & Grill House’s
happy hour starts at 4 p.m.
The bar area has live music
on Saturday night’s and a warm
fireplace that is perfect for cozying up to your loved one during
these chilly winter nights.
Step up date night and
head downtown as soon
as possible to experience
The B est of the ’Burg ’s
Local Chop & Grill House!
CONTACT Gillian Dukoff at
dukoffgm@dukes.jmu.edu.

Best place to watch live music?

Clementine Cafe

By JOANNA MORELLI
The Breeze

Lights, burgers and rock ‘n’ roll; Clementine Cafe has it all.
Located in the heart of downtown Harrisonburg, the Clementine boasts not only quality food, but music to go with your meal.
Clementine hosts roughly 100 music acts per year according
to manager Mike Comfort. Some of the performers are local,
while others are just passing through the area. So how would
one pick from such a wide range of artists in the region?
“A lot of it is first come, first serve,” Comfort said.
Clementine’s main focus is not only on an enjoyable dining experience, but on the atmosphere provided being located
downtown. Its walls are decked with art — there’s even art hanging from the ceiling. Upon walking into Clementine, it only
seems proper that music should be filling the space not already
taken up by art. The stage for performers is at the end of the
dining room, providing a proper vantage point for all to watch.
“I think [live music] makes us what we are —
 that’s what we
do: art, music and food,” Comfort said. “Clementine wouldn’t

be Clementine without that … We have three phases of the day
lunch, dinner and band.”
Clementine’s music events are spread throughout the week,
but mostly it tries to book bands and singers for Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
Although the music events can cost extra, all of the profits go
to a good cause.
“Proceeds go to the band — that’s how we pay them,” Comfort said.
Clementine is also known to provide a venue and lights crew
for benefit concerts. Some of the benefit concerts have been
ones sponsored by JMU students, such as the JMU University
Recreation Center benefit concert last Friday.
Aside from quality music, food and service, Clementine does
not discriminate based on age for music events, much like other
venues downtown.
“I want everyone to come that wants to,” Comfort said. “There’s
nothing we do here that an 18 or even 16-year-old can’t see.”
CONTACT Joanna Morelli at breezearts@gmail.com.

DANIELLE EPIFANIO / THE BREEZE

Clementine Cafe offers brunch on Sundays from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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Best place to get away from school stress?

Arboretum

By william mason
The Breeze

Stress is prevalent year round in students but
there’s one place where they can escape: JMU’s
Arboretum.
The Edith J. Carrier Arboretum is located on University Boulevard just across from East Campus.
Named after the wife of former JMU president Ron
Carrier, the Arboretum is 125 acres of naturalized
botanical gardens and forest. It has a stunning pond

filled with fish, and is often preferred by ducks and
geese. The wildlife compliments the beautiful forestry, which is made up of a combination of native
plants of the mid-Appalachians (woodland wildflowers, azaleas and rhododendrons) and non-native
trees, shrubs and bulbs (magnolias, Kousa dogwoods
hollies and daffodils).
The beauty is very calming to whoever enters as
they can walk through a breathtaking arena of plants
and animals. Being able to be in nature has a calming effect to anyone, but being in such a beautiful

location that is so close to campus is especially stressrelieving because it allows a person to not only stop
and smell the flowers, but appreciate their attractiveness as well.
The many paths throughout the Arboretum serve
as escapes for students, who need a little relief from
the stress of schoolwork and life, as they prepare
for their own pathways to success.
contact Willie Mason at
breezenews@gmail.com.

Best place to watch the sunset?

Reddish Knob
sean cassidy / the breeze

Reddish Knob borders Virginia and West Virginia in the George Washington National Forest. A small road takes you to the summit for spectacular views. The 4,397 foot peak is one of the highest in Virginia.
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Best place to go for car repair?

AAMCO

SEAN CASSIDY / THE BREEZE

About 75 percent of AAMCO Transmissions and Total Car Care’s customers are JMU students.

By MOLLY JACOB
The Breeze

Car problems are usually the last thing
busy college students want to deal with.
While keeping state inspections up to date
can be a hassle, AAMCO Transmissions and
Total Car Care makes automobile services as
convenient and speedy as possible. For this
reason, students voted AAMCO the best car
service shop in Harrisonburg.
According to Donnie Ange, one of the
auto repair center’s employees, students rely
on AAMCO more than other service shops
because of its easy-to-access location on
Reservoir Street.
“We’re walking distance to campus,” said
Ange, who has worked at the repair center
for the past three years. “Many students living off campus have to drive right past us to
get to class.”
Ange estimates that about three-fourths
of AAMCO’s regular customers are JMU

students. Ange, who graduated from JMU
in 2003, finds that he can also help students
talk to their parents about their car troubles.
“When students have to call their parents,
it’s comforting for the parents to talk to me,
someone who’s been there,” Ange said. “We
cater to the students.”
Another way this service location accommodates to its student customers is by
shuttling students in the AAMCO truck back
and forth to campus and neighboring apartment complexes.
AAMCO is a key stop for students looking to service their vehicles. This locations
offers services such as oil changes, state
inspections, brake checks, air filtration
replacements and check engine light
diagnoses.
“We pretty much do everything here
except bodywork,” Ange said.
CONTACT Molly Jacob at
jacobmm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Favorite fast food restaurant?

Chick-fil-A

By Drew Crane
The Breeze

danielle epifanio / the breeze

In addition to the on-campus location at JMU, there is another Chickfil-A located on East Market Street in Harrisonburg.

Chick-fil-A may not have invented the chicken,
but it has found a way to keep its customers coming
back. JMU’s on-campus Chick-fil-A, built in 1999,
always has a line of students waiting to get their
hands on a Chick-fil-A chicken sandwich or some
Chick-fil-A nuggets.
Because it accepts JACard payments with FLEX or
Dining Dollars and its location right next to D-Hall,
Chik-fil-A has become a student-favorite, earning
the right to be called the best fast food restaurant
in Harrisonburg. Not only does Chick-fil-A provide
students with a variety of delicious chicken-based
meals, but its customer service is also highly-touted.
“I think out of all the places to get food on
campus, including the fast-food places off campus,
Chick-fil-A definitely has the best service,” Riley
Brosnan, a senior health sciences major, said. “The
people there are always pleasant and nice.”
According to JMU Dining Services marketing
manager Angela Ritchie, Chick-fil-A is so popular
because of its high-brand standards and great food
— with the food seeming to be the main attraction

for students.
According to Ritchie, the most popular food
item in this location are the chicken nuggets; they
dish out approximately 90 lbs. a day. The chicken
sandwich comes in as a close second.
The most popular drink among students is the
fresh-squeezed lemonade followed by the sweet tea.
For dessert, chocolate chip cookies and cookies and
cream milkshakes are the most ordered. Chick-filA’s breakfast menu is also quite popular.
As good as all those things are, Ritchie
emphasized that Chick-fil-A is intent on making
sure its customers have healthier options available.
While the majority of its meals are fried, a customer
can order any of the chicken meals grilled and
replace their side, Chick-fil-A’s signature Chickfil-A waffle potato fries, with a fruit cup, cole slaw
or side salad. Customers may also order a Cobb or
Asian salad, which is served with hot sliced chicken
nuggets and a grilled market salad (grilled chicken).
Whether you’re a fan of the sandwich or the chicken nuggets, Chick-fil-A has something for everybody.
Contact Drew Crane at
breezecopy@gmail.com.

Favorite Mexican restaurant? Chipotle
By William Mason
The Breeze

JMU’s student body voted Chipotle as
the best place to go for Mexican food.
The restaurant opened its first location in
1993 in the Denver area and the exploded
in popularity over the last two decades to
become the giant franchise it is now.
Perhaps Chipotle’s most recognizable
product is its great-tasting and colossal
burritos that come wrapped in tin foil. Chipotle gives its customers an opportunity
to choose from a list of meat, vegetables
and sauces.
What is perhaps less known about what
is now a national and global brand, is that

Chipotle is very against the genetic modifications and hormones used in most meat
products. Steve Ells, Chipotle’s founder, coCEO and chairman, has spoken in Capitol
Hill in an effort to completely eliminate the
use of antibiotics in ranching.
As of today, all of Chipotle’s chicken
and pork is naturally raised and 60
percent of its beef is also naturally
raised. Naturally raised means that these
animals are raised on ranches outside or
they are kept in deep bedded pens where
they are fed vegetarian diets and never
given antibiotics.
contact William Mason at
breezenews@gmail.com.

laura wilkins / the breeze
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Best place to get a healthy meal?

Panera Bread

James Chung / The Breeze

By Kortney Frederick
The Breeze

Like Hannah Montana, Panera Bread
seems to have the best of both worlds. It
offers the quick service and low prices
of fast food places, but you can also get
healthy soups and salads in lieu of burgers, fries and clogged arteries. All this
considered, it’s not too surprising that JMU
students voted Panera the best place to get
a healthy meal for Best of the ’Burg.
“We’ve got quality food, we’ve got a nice
variety, as opposed to like, constantly going
to fast food [places] ... for a reasonable
price,” assistant manager Mandy Wenger
said.
Panera certainly does offer an impressive variety of meal options, including
salads, pasta, sandwiches and soups. There
are soups that are available every day (such
as the extremely popular broccoli cheddar)
as well as soups that are only available on
specific days (I’m always craving its New
England clam chowder, which is unfortunately only available on Fridays). Regarding
all the different sandwiches Panera offers,
Wenger said that the Bacon Turkey Bravo

Sandwich is a favorite among students. If
you haven’t tried it yet, you should definitely check it out.
Panera also has a useful “You Pick Two”
deal that lets customers choose two food
options from: half pasta, cup of soup, half
sandwich and half salad. So really, whatever you’re craving for a healthy lunch,
Panera probably has it. And if you can’t
decide between two delicious choices, you
don’t have to — get both.
Panera also has a cozy feel. As soon as
you walk through the door you’re greeted
with the aroma of different soups and fresh
bread. You can eat at one of its large, cushy
booths or claim a seat by the fireplace positioned in the middle of the restaurant. For
students, this can be a nice environment to
sit down and get some work done.
“We get a lot of study groups ... people
come in, get a cup of coffee and get on their
laptops for a little while,” Wenger said.
So when you’re hungry and sick of fast
food, check out Panera for a variety of
healthy and tasty options.
Contact Kortney Frederick at
breezecopy@gmail.com
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Best place to watch
a live sporting event?

Buffalo
Wild
Wings SAVE $150
SOU T H V I E WJM .C O M

WITH REDUCED FEES
MARK OWEN / THE BREEZE

By HAYLEY THOMPSON
AND DREW CRANE
The Breeze

Walls of giant flat screen televisions are just
the icing on the cake for sports fans who chose
Buffalo Wild Wings as their favorite place to
watch a sporting event in Harrisonburg.
The chain’s 16 signature sauces and five
special seasonings provide variety for students searching for the perfect, all-American
snack during the football game. Traditional
wings are discounted on Tuesdays and boneless on Thursdays.
The restaurant has other options, as well.
There are four types of burgers listed on the
menu, and there is even an option to build

your own burger or vegetarian black bean
burger. Other sandwiches listed on the
menu include jerk chicken and pulled pork
barbecue.
Buffalo Wild Wings has rotating taps based
on seasonal brews. The featured beers are
curated from five continents. During big
games, beer specials here can’t be beat.
If you’re looking for a great atmosphere
to watch that big game or event — they air
UFC pay-per view events free to customers
— BDubs is the perfect place for you to spend
your days watching sports and hanging with
friends.
CONTACT Hayley Thompson and Drew
Crane at breezesports@gmail.com.

FALL 2014 SPACES GOING FAST
SECURE YOUR SPOT TODAY
all-inclusive + on bus route + fully furnished + private bed & bath
free tanning + fitness center + game room + computer center
sand volleyball & basketball courts + pet friendly

1070 Lois Ln • 540.432.0600
Fees & amenities are subject to change. See office for details.
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Best place to go on the weekends?

Jack Brown’s
TRIXIE HADDON / THE BREEZE

By HAYLEY THOMPSON
The Breeze

They say there ain’t no rest for the wicked, and long time
Harrisonburg staple Jack Brown’s is no exception.
“We spend a lot of time and effort on making the atmosphere different and special from anywhere else,” owner Aaron
Ludwig said. “Not just in Harrisonburg but other towns you
might go to.”
The atmosphere itself is hard to describe in just a few words.
The original antlers have disappeared from the decor, as it is
now covered in ladies lingerie that customers have thrown up
to hang above the bar. The right wall is lined with rolled out
PBR cans, each one stamped with the name of a “Notcher,”
Jack Brown’s manifestation of a frequent customer club.
To become a Notcher, a customer has to drink and rate 100
unique beers at Jack Brown’s. The rotating taps and extensive
list of bottled beers make it possible to try hundreds of brews
without ever repeating.
“The craft beer thing has just taken off,” Ludwig said. “Every

beer we get in just goes right out so we’re just trying to keep
up with demand at this point.”
Much like the taps behind the bar, Jack Brown’s menu
changes every day.
The ideas for Jack Brown’s unique burgers — which are
made of 100 percent Kobe beef — come from Ludwig’s childhood friend and business partner Mike Sabin, a chef who
spent 20 years honing his craft in Miami. The menu is limited; the bar serves only burgers, grilled cheese sandwiches,
fries, fried Oreos and most recently, hot dogs.
There are a few constants, such as “The Cowboy,” which is
topped with applewood smoked bacon, barbecue sauce and
cheddar and “The Jack on a Piggy Back,” with pickled jalapenos, cheddar and a griddled hot dog. Sunday’s burger, “The
Showalter,” takes a breakfast classic bacon, egg and cheese
sandwich, puts it on a mouthwatering JB’s quarter-pound patty
and sticks it in the middle of a glazed doughnut.
“The Greg Brady” — the Friday special that’s topped with
mac ‘n’ cheese and crushed barbecue chips — is easily the
most popular of Sabin’s creations; it is also the only one that

outsells the regular cheeseburger. Each daily special is also
available atop a grilled hot dog.
The Jack Brown’s name is ubiquitous among both JMU students and locals. While the over-21 crowd enjoys Jacktown for
the beer, the younger crowd still find the “hole in the wall” bar
to be a great place to hang out downtown.
Sophomore communication studies major Kyle Bumgarner has been frequenting Jack Brown’s since he discovered it
online when he was a junior in high school.
“The fried Oreos are what get us coming back every time,”
Bumgarner said.
Jack Brown’s storefront only occupies a stretch of South
Main Street about 12 feet wide, but Ludwig and his partner
bought the entire building last year. The first expansion was
Billy Jack’s Wing and Draft Shack on the corner of the street in
July of 2011; according to Ludwig, another Jacktown location
is scheduled to open in the building in two weeks.
CONTACT Hayley Thompson at
breezesports@gmail.com.
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Number one thing to do before graduating?

Streak the Quad

By William Mason
The Breeze

This year the Best of the ’Burg yielded some interesting results, with
arguably one of the most interesting being the No. 1 thing to do before
graduating: streak the Quad. To properly streak the Quad, according to
an anonymous sophomore student, you must run naked from the Forbes
Center for the Performing Arts all the way to Wilson Hall. Although the
requirements of proper Quad streaking seem to be quite straightforward,
the origins of this tradition remain unclear.
“It’s one of those things that you don’t know how it started, or why it
started but it’s become something everyone is supposed to do before
they graduate,” the sophomore said.
For some, it’s about the risk and thrill because streaking requires you

to be completely exposed to whoever happens to be on the Quad. There’s
also the chance that you could get caught.
The notion of being caught and chased is a thrill that often inspires
people, but the consequences of getting caught can be quite severe.
Streakers can be charged with indecent exposure and often people who
have the courage to streak have consumed alcohol, which means that
they can be charged with public intoxication and possibly underage
drinking.
While the risks definitely outweigh what some may consider the
rewards of taking part in this act, streaking the Quad will probably
always be something students will be tempted to check off their
bucket list before they graduate.
contact William Mason at breezenews@gmail.com.
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540.438.8800

Step Outside of Cookie cutter Student Housing
www.rinerrentals.com

1587 Port Republic Rd., Suite #3
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

